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Abstract
We study the AutoML problem of automatically configuring machine learning
pipelines by jointly selecting algorithms and their appropriate hyper-parameters for
all steps in the pipeline for certain learning tasks. This black-box (gradient-free)
optimization with mixed integer & continuous variables is an extremely challenging
problem. We propose a novel and rigorous AutoML scheme by leveraging the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). The proposed framework is
able to (i) decompose the optimization problem into easier sub-problems that can be
effectively solved with existing AutoML techniques, and (ii) incorporate black-box
constraints alongside the black-box optimization objective. We empirically evaluate
the flexibility (in utilizing existing AutoML techniques), effectiveness (against
open source AutoML toolkits), and unique capability (of executing AutoML with
practically motivated black-box constraints) of our proposed scheme, highlighting
the practical advantages of this formal framework.
1 Introduction
Automated machine learning (AutoML) research has received increasing attention. The focus
has shifted from hyper-parameter optimization (HPO) techniques for the best configuration of a
single machine learning (ML) algorithm [27], to configuring multiple stages of a ML pipeline (e.g.,
transformations, feature engineering & selection, predictive modeling) [13].
Among the wide-range research challenges offered by AutoML, we focus on the automatic pipeline
configuration problem (that is, joint algorithm selection and HPO), and tackle it from the perspective
of mixed continuous-integer nonlinear programming. This problem has two main challenges: (i)
the tight coupling between the ML algorithm selection & HPO; and (ii) the black-box nature of
optimization objective lacking any explicit functional form and gradients – optimization feedback is
only available in the form of function evaluations. We propose a new AutoML framework to address
these challenges by leveraging the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). ADMM
offers a two-block alternative optimization procedure that splits an involved problem (with multiple
variables and constraints) into simpler sub-problems [6, 23].
Starting with combinatorially large set of algorithm candidates and their collective set of hyper-
parameters, we utilize ADMM to decompose the AutoML problem into three problems: (i) HPO
with a small set of continuous variables and constraints, (ii) closed-form Euclidean projection onto
integer set, and (iii) the combinatorial problem of algorithm selection. Moreover, we exploit the
ADMM formulation to handle any black-box constraints alongside the black-box objective (loss)
function – the aforementioned decomposition seamlessly incorporates such constraints while retaining
almost the same sub-problems. We summarize our contributions as follows: (i) We explicitly model
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the coupling between hyper-parameters and available algorithms, and exploit the hidden structure
in the AutoML problem. (ii) We employ ADMM to decompose the problem into a sequence of
sub-problems, which decouple the difficulties in AutoML and can each be solved more efficiently and
effectively. (iii) We present the first AutoML framework that explicitly handles general black-box
constraints. (iv) We demonstrate the flexibility and effectiveness of the ADMM-based AutoML
framework empirically against popular AutoML toolkits Auto-sklearn [13] & TPOT [22].
After reviewing existing AutoML techniques and toolkits in section 2, we frame the AutoML problem
and motivate black-box constraints in section 3 . We propose the ADMM-based joint optimization in
section 4, then thoroughly evaluate its performance in section 5, and conclude in section 6.
2 Related work
Black-box optimization in AutoML. Beyond grid-search for HPO, random search is a very compet-
itive baseline because of its simplicity and parallelizability [3]. Sequential model-based optimization
(SMBO) [15] is a common technique with different ‘models’ such as Gaussian processes [27], random
forests [15] and tree-parzen estimators [4]. However, black-box optimization is a time consuming
process because the expensive black-box function evaluation involves model training and scoring (on
a validation set). Efficient multi-fidelity approximations of the black-box function based on some
budget (training samples or epochs) combined with bandit learning can skip unpromising candidates
early via successive halving [16, 25] and HyperBand [19]. However, these schemes essentially
perform an efficient random search and are well suited for search over a discrete space or over the
discreted continuous spaces. BOHB [12] combines SMBO (with TPE) and HyperBand for improved
optimization. Meta-learning [29] allows the black-box optimization to leverage past experiences with
search space refinements and promising starting points.
Toolkits. Auto-WEKA [28, 18] and Auto-sklearn [13] are the main representatives of SBMO-based
AutoML. Both apply the general purpose framework SMAC [15] to find optimal ML pipelines.
Both consider a fixed shape of the pipeline with functional modules (preprocessing, transforming,
modeling) and automatically select a ML algorithm and its hyper-parameters in each module. Auto-
sklearn improves upon Auto-WEKA with two innovations: (i) a meta-learning [29] based warm-start
technique that uses ‘meta-features’ of the dataset to determine good initial pipeline candidates based
on past experience on similar datasets, (ii) an greedy forward-selection ensembling [8] of the pipeline
configurations found during the optimization as an independent post-processing step. Hyperopt-
sklearn [17] utilizes TPE as the SMBO. TPOT [22] and ML-Plan [21] use genetic algorithm and
hierarchical task networks based planning respectively to optimize over the pipeline shape and the
algorithm choices, but are still limit to the discretization of the hyper-parameter space.
3 An Optimization Perspective to AutoML
We focus on the joint algorithm selection and HPO for a fixed pipeline – a ML pipeline with a
fixed sequence of functional modules (preprocessing, missing/categorical handling, transformations,
feature selection, modeling) with a set of algorithm choices within each module. This was termed
as CASH (combined algorithm selection and HPO) problem [28, 18, 13] and solved with toolkits
such as Auto-Weka and Auto-sklearn. We extend the CASH formulation by explicitly expressing the
combinatorial aspect of the algorithm selection with Boolean variables and constraints. We will also
briefly show how this formulation allows straightforward extension to more flexible pipelines.
Problem statement. For N functional modules with a choice of Ki algorithms in each, let zi ∈
{0, 1}Ki denote the algorithm choice in module i, with the constraint 1>zi =
∑Ki
j=1 zij = 1
ensuring that only a single algorithm is chosen from each module. Let z = {z1, . . . , zN}. Assuming
that categorical hyper-parameters can be encoded as integers,3 let θij be the hyper-parameters of
algorithm j in module i, with θcij ∈ Cij ⊂ Rm
c
ij as the continuous hyper-parameters (constrained to
3A categorical variable with k categories is commonly encoded as an integer in [k], but that introduces an
artificial category ordering and proximity, which may be detrimental. Assuming k = 2n, n ∈ N, a categorical
variable can alternately be encoded with n Booleans bi, i ∈ [n] denoting the choice of the
(∑n
i=1 bi2
i
)
-th
category. This scheme does not introduce an artificial order, but requires n integers instead of 1 (also special
handling for k 6= 2n for some n ∈ N). Dummy/one-hot encoding requires k Booleans and a equality constraint
to ensure choice of a single category. However, integer equality constraints are hard to satisfy in practice.
2
the set Cij) and θdij ∈ Dij ⊂ Zm
d
ij as the integer hyper-parameters (constrained to Dij). Conditional
hyper-parameters can be handled with additional constraints θij ∈ Eij or by “flattening” the hyper-
parameter tree and considering each leaf as a different algorithm. For simplicity of exposition,
we assume that the conditional hyper-parameters are flattened into additional algorithm choices.
Denoting [n] = {1, . . . , n] for any n ∈ N, let θ = {θij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]}. Let f (z,θ;A) denote
some notion loss of a ML pipeline corresponding to the algorithm choices as per z with the hyper-
parameters θ on a learning task with data A (such as the k-fold cross-validation or holdout validation
loss). The optimization problem corresponding to the automatic pipeline configuration is stated as:
minimize
z,θ
f(z,θ;A) subject to
{
zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1, ∀i ∈ [N ],
θcij ∈ Cij ,θdij ∈ Dij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]. (1)
We introduce 2 key differences from the CASH formulation in problem (1): (i) we use explicit
Boolean variables z to encode the algorithm selection, and (ii) we differentiate continuous constraints
from discrete ones for a possible efficient decomposition between constrained continuous optimization
and integer programming. These features better characterize the properties of the problem and thus
enable more effective joint optimization. For any given (z,θ) and dataA, the objective (loss) function
f(z,θ;A) is a black-box function – it does not have an analytic form with respect to (z,θ) (hence
no derivatives). The actual evaluation of the black-box function usually involves training, testing and
scoring the ML pipeline corresponding to (z,θ) on some split of the data A.
AutoML with black-box constraints. With the increasing adoption and promising future of Au-
toML, the above formulation may not be sufficient. AutoML may need to find ML pipelines with
high predictive performance (low loss) that also explicitly satisfy application specific constraints.
Deployment constraints may require the pipeline to have prediction latency or size in memory below
some threshold (latency ≤ 10µs, memory ≤ 100MB). Business specific constraints may desire
pipelines with low overall classification error and an explicit upper bound on the false positive rate
(FPR) – in a loan default risk application, a FP can lead to loan denial to an eligible candidate,
which may violate the regulatory requirement. In the quest for fair AI, regulatory constraints may
explicitly require the ML pipeline to be above some predefined fairness threshold [14]. Furthermore,
many applications even have very domain specific metric(s) with corresponding constraints – custom
metrics are common in Kaggle competitions. We incorporate such requirements by extending our
AutoML formulation (1) to include M black-box constraints:
gi (z,θ;A) ≤ i, i = 1, . . . ,M. (2)
These functions have no analytic form with respect to (z,θ), making them different from the
constraints in problem (1). In practice, these black-box constraints are satisfied almost manually –
AutoML is used to generate a pipeline with high predictive performance; the constraint satisfaction is
checked post-hoc. Upon failing to satisfy these black-box constraints, AutoML is invoked again (often
with some additional user inputs), and this process is repeated until all the black-box constraints
are satisfied; detecting and handling infeasibility is even harder. An alternative approach is to
incorporate these constraints into the black-box objective with some penalty function p(·), where
the new objective becomes f +
∑
i p(gi, i) or f ·
∏
i p(gi, i). However, these schemes are very
sensitive to the choice of the penalty function and do not guarantee finding a feasible solution.
Generalizing the optimization problem for more flexible pipelines. We can easily extend the
above formulation to enable optimization over the ordering of the functional modules. For example,
we can choose between ‘preprocessor→ transformer→ feature selector’ OR ‘feature selector→
preprocessor→ transformer’. We can optimize the ordering of T < N modules by introducing T 2
Boolean variables o = {oik : i, k ∈ [T ]}; oik = 1 indicates that module i is placed at position k. The
following constraints are needed: (i)
∑
k∈[T ] oik = 1∀i ∈ [T ] indicates that module i is placed at a
single position, and (ii)
∑
i∈[T ] oik = 1∀k ∈ [T ] enforces that only one module is placed at position
k. These variables and constraints can be added z in problem (1) (z = {z1, . . . , zN ,o}).
4 ADMM-Based Joint Optimizer
ADMM provides a general and effective optimization framework to solve complex problems with
mixed variables and multiple constraints [6, 20]. We utilize this framework to decompose the joint
optimization problem (1) without and with black-box constraints (2) into easier sub-problems.
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4.1 Black-box optimization with analytic constraints
Denoting θc = {θcij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]} as all the continuous hyper-parameters and θd (defined
correspondingly) as all the integer hyper-parameters, we re-write problem (1) as:
minimize
z,θc,θd
f
(
z,
{
θc,θd
}
;A
)
subject to
{
zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1, ∀i ∈ [N ],
θcij ∈ Cij ,θdij ∈ Dij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]. (3)
Equivalent problem under continuous surrogate loss. With D˜ij as the continuous relaxation of
the integer space Dij (if Dij includes integers ranging from {l, . . . , u} ⊂ Z, then D˜ij = [l, u] ⊂ R),
and θ˜
d
as the continuous surrogates for θd with θ˜ij ∈ D˜ij (corresponding to θij ∈ Dij), we utilize a
surrogate loss function f˜ for problem (3) defined solely over the continuous domain:
f˜
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
= f
(
z,
{
θc,PD
(
θ˜
d
)}
;A
)
, (4)
where PD(θ˜
d
) = {PDij (θ˜
d
ij)∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]} is the projection of the continuous surrogates onto
the integer space. This projection is necessary since the black-box function is defined (and hence be
evaluated) on the integer set Dijs, and has an efficient closed form. Given the above definitions, we
have the following equivalent form of the problem (3):
minimize
z,θc,θ˜
d
,δ
f˜
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
subject to

zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1, ∀i ∈ [N ]
θcij ∈ Cij , θ˜
d
ij ∈ D˜ij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]
δij ∈ Dij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]
θ˜
d
ij = δij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]
(5)
The equivalence between problems (3) & (5) is established by the equality constraint θ˜ij = δij ,
implying PDij (θ˜
d
ij) = θ˜
d
ij ∈ Dij and f˜(z, {θc, θ˜
d};A) = f(z, {θc, θ˜d};A). The continuous
surrogate loss (4) is key in being able to perform theoretically grounded operator splitting (via
ADMM) over mixed continuous/integer variables in the AutoML problem (3).
ADMM optimization framework. Using the notation that IX (x) = 0 if x ∈ X else +∞, and
defining the sets Z = {z : z = {zi : zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1,∀i ∈ [N ]}}, C = {θc : θc = {θcij ∈
Cij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]}}, D = {δ : δ = {δ ∈ Dij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]}} and D˜ = {θ˜
d
: θ˜
d
= {θ˜dij ∈
D˜ij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]}}, we can re-write problem (5) as
minimize
z,θc,θ˜
d
,δ
f˜
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z) + IC(θ
c) + ID˜(θ˜
d
) + ID(δ) subject to θ˜
d
= δ. (6)
with the corresponding augmented Lagrangian function L(z,θc, θ˜d, δ,λ) as
f˜
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z) + IC(θ
c) + ID˜(θ˜
d
) + ID(δ) + λ
>
(
θ˜
d − δ
)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − δ∥∥∥2
2
, (7)
where λ is the Lagrangian multiplier, and ρ > 0 is a penalty parameter for the augmented term.
ADMM [6] is an efficient framework for nonlinear programs with nonsmooth objective function and
equality constraints, alternatively minimizing the augmented Lagrangian function (7) over two blocks
of variables. Hence ADMM solves the original problem (1) when reformulated as problem (6) with a
sequence of easier sub-problems. We formalize the decomposition in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 ADMM solves problem (1) by alternatively minimizing the augmented Lagrangian
function (7) over two blocks of variables {θc, θ˜d} and {δ, z}, yielding the following 3 sub-problems:{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
= argmin
θc,θ˜
d
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+ IC(θ
c) + ID˜(θ˜
d
) + (ρ/2)
∥∥∥θ˜d − b∥∥∥2
2
, (θ-min)
where the superscript (t) represents the ADMM iteration index, and b := δ(t) − (1/ρ)λ(t);
δ(t+1) = argmin
δ
ID(δ) + (ρ/2) ‖a− δ‖22 , where a := θ˜
d(t+1) + (1/ρ)λ(t), (δ-min)
z(t+1) = argmin
z
f˜
(
z,
{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z), (z-min)
with the Lagrangian multipliers λ updated as λ(t+1) = λ(t) + ρ(θ˜
d
(t+1) − δ(t+1)).
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The proof (presented in Appendix 1) just simplifies for each variable block as per definitions.
Solving θ-min. Problem (θ-min) can be rewritten as
min
θc,θ˜
d
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − b∥∥∥2
2
subject to
{
θcij ∈ Cij
θ˜
d
ij ∈ D˜ij ,
∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]. (8)
Since the algorithm selection scheme z(t) is fixed for this problem, f˜ in problem (8) only depends
on the hyper-parameters of the chosen algorithms – the active set of continuous variables (θcij , θ˜
d
ij)
where zij(t) = 1. This splits problem (8) even further into two problems: for the inactive set problem
reduces to the following for all i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki] such that zij = 0:
min
θ˜
d
ij
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜dij − bij∥∥∥2
2
subject to θ˜
d
ij ∈ D˜ij , (9)
which is solved by a Euclidean projection of bij onto D˜ij . Problem (8) is completely independent of
the variables θcij for all i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki] with zij = 0. For the active set of continuous variables
S = {(θcij , θ˜
d
ij) : θ
c
ij ∈ Cij , θ˜ij ∈ D˜ij , zij = 1∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]}, problem (8) becomes the
following black-box optimization with continuous variables, and can be solved using SMBO (with
Gaussian processes [30], TPE [4], etc.) or with trust-region based derivative-free optimization [9]:
min
(θc,θ˜
d
)∈S
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − b∥∥∥2
2
. (10)
This black-box optimization is confined to only the small active set of continuous variables.
Solving δ-min. According to the definition of D, problem (δ-min) can be rewritten as
min
δ
ρ
2
‖δ − a‖22 subject to δij ∈ Dij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki], (11)
and solved in closed form by projecting a onto D˜ and then rounding to the nearest integer in D:
δij
(t+1) = RoundD
(
PD˜ij (aij)
)
∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]. (12)
Solving z-min. Problem (z-min) rewritten as
min
z
f˜
(
z,
{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
;A
)
subject to zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1, ∀i ∈ [N ] (13)
is a black-box integer program solved exactly with
∏N
i=1Ki evaluations of the f˜ . However, this
is generally not feasible. Beyond random sampling, there are a few ways to leverage existing
AutoML schemes: (i) Multi-fidelity approximation of black-box evaluations – Techniques such
as successive halving [16, 19] or incremental data allocation [25] can efficiently search over a
discrete set of
∏N
i=1Ki candidates. (ii) Combinatorial multi-armed bandits. – Problem (13)
can be interpreted through combinatorial bandits as the selection of the optimal N arms (in this
case, algorithms) from
∑N
i=1Ki arms based on bandit feedback and can be efficiently solved with
Thompson sampling [11] (iii) Genetic algorithms. Genetic programming could be used to perform
this discrete black-box optimization starting from a randomly generated population and building the
next generation based on the ‘fitness’ of the pipelines and random ‘mutations’ and ‘crossovers’.
4.2 Black-box optimization with analytic and black-box constraints
In the presence of black-box constraints (2), the optimization problem can be written as
minimize
z,θc,θd
f
(
z,
{
θc,θd
}
;A
)
subject to
 zi ∈ {0, 1}
Ki ,1>zi = 1, ∀i ∈ [N ]
θcij ∈ Cij ,θdij ∈ Dij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]
gi
(
z,
{
θc,θd
}
;A) ≤ i,∀i ∈ [M ]. (14)
Without loss of generality, we assume that both gi, i ≥ 0∀i ∈ [M ]. By defining continuous surrogate
black-box functions g˜i for gi∀i ∈ [M ] in a similar manner to f˜ (equation (4)) and introducing scalars
ui ∈ [0, i]∀i ∈ [M ], we can rewrite problem (14) as
minimize
z,θc,θ˜
d
,δ
f˜
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
subject to

zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1, ∀i ∈ [N ]
θcij ∈ Cij , θ˜
d
ij ∈ D˜ij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]
δij ∈ Dij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]
θ˜
d
ij = δij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki]
ui ∈ [0, i]∀i ∈ [M ]
g˜i
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
− i + ui = 0, ∀i ∈ [M ]
(15)
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The auxiliary variables {ui} reformulate the black-box inequality constraints as equality constraints
& [0, i] box constraints, allowing ADMM to incorporate black-box constraints. We formalize our
solution in Theorem 2 (the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and presented in Appendix ??). The
sub-problems in Theorem 2 can be solved in the same way as the sub-problems in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 ADMM solves problem (15) by alternatively minimizing its augmented Lagrangian
function over two blocks of variables {θc, θ˜d,u} and {z, δ}, yielding the following 3 sub-problems:{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1),u(t+1)
}
= argmin
θc,θ˜
d
,u
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
++
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − b∥∥∥2
2
+ IC(θ
c) + ID˜(θ˜
d
)
+ IU (u) +
ρ
2
M∑
i=1
[
g˜i(z
(t), {θc, θ˜d};A) + ui − i + µi
(t)
ρ
]2
, (16)
δ(t+1) = argmin
δ
ρ
2
‖δ − a‖22 + ID(δ), (17)
z(t+1) = argmin
z
f˜(z, {θc(t+1), θ˜d(t+1)};A) + IZ(z)
+
ρ
2
M∑
i=1
[
g˜i(z, {θc(t+1), θ˜d(t+1)};A)− i + ui(t+1) + 1
ρ
µi
(t)
]2
, (18)
where b := δ(t) − (1/ρ)λ(t), U = {u : u = {ui ∈ [0, i]∀i ∈ [M ]}}, a := θ˜
d
(t+1) +
(1/ρ)λ(t) and λ and {µi} are Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to equality constraints of
problem (15), and updated as λ(t+1) = λ(t) + ρ(θ˜
d
(t+1) − δ(t+1)) and µi(t+1) = µi(t) +
ρ(g˜i(z
(t+1), {θc(t+1), θ˜d(t+1)};A)− i + ui(t+1)) ∀i ∈ [M ].
5 Empirical Evaluations
In this evaluation of our proposed framework, we demonstrate its three important characteristics:
(i) the flexibility to incorporate off-the-shelf AutoML solvers for the sub-problems, highlighting
that our proposed scheme is not a single algorithm but a complete framework for AutoML pipeline
configuration, (ii) the empirical performance against some existing AutoML tool-kits, highlighting
the empirical competitiveness of the theoretical formalism, and (iii) the ability to handle black-box
constraints, enabling AutoML to address real-world ML tasks in a systematic manner.
Data and black-box objective function. We consider 30 binary classification4datasets from the UCI
ML [2] & OpenML repositories [5], and Kaggle. Dataset details are in Appendix 3. We consider
(1−AUROC) (area under the ROC curve) as the black-box objective and evaluate the AUROC on a
80-20% train-validation split. We consider AUROC since it is a meaningful predictive performance
metric regardless of the class imbalance in the data (as opposed to classification error).
ADMM with different solvers for the sub-problems. We consider a search space of 39
scikit-learn [24] ML algorithms with over 6000 algorithm combinations (Table A2 in Appendix
4.1) and first evaluate random search, Bayesian optimization (Appendix 5) and RBFOpt [10] as
solvers for θ-min (on the active set). Then we evaluate random search and combinatorial multi-armed
bandit (CMAB) for the combinatorial algorithm selection in z-min. The details of the solvers and the
experimental setup as well as the results are in Appendix 6, demonstrating that the proposed ADMM
framework is capable of leveraging different solvers for the sub-problems.
5.1 Comparing ADMM to AutoML baselines
In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed ADMM framework against widely used AutoML systems
Auto-sklearn [13] and TPOT [22]. This comparison is limited to black-box optimization with analytic
constraints only (problem (1)) since existing AutoML toolkits can not handle black-box constraints
explicitly. We consider 2 versions of vanilla Auto-sklearn (disabling ensembles5and meta-learning) –
4 Our proposed scheme can work with multiclass classification & regression as it is a black-box optimizer.
5Ensemble learning in Auto-sklearn is done post-hoc using the pipelines found during the optimization.
Hence we do not focus on this aspect of Auto-sklearn. This same post-hoc ensemble learning can be applied to the
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ASKL:SMAC3, using SMAC [15] for HPO, and ASKL:RND, using random search [3]. We consider
2 instances of TPOT – TPOT:10 & TPOT:50 with population sizes of 10 & 50 respectively to ensure
that TPOT is able to achieve some solution in the maximum allotted optimization time on all datasets.
For ADMM, we utilize Bayesian optimization for (θ-min) on the active set (10) and the CMAB
algorithm for (z-min) – ADMM(BO, Ba)6. We skip multi-fidelity approximations to maintain parity
with the baselines since this adds another dimension of variability.
For all optimizers, we use scikit-learn algorithms [24]. However, we consider a smaller set of
algorithms for this comparison (Table A3 in Appendix 4.2) compared to our previous experiments
(Appendix 6), primarily because Auto-sklearn has custom handling for many scikit-learn al-
gorithms that cannot be made available to other baselines. We maintain parity7across the various
AutoML baselines by searching over the same set of algorithms. (see Appendix 4.2 for details). For
each scheme, the algorithm hyper-parameter ranges are set using Auto-sklearn as the reference8.
We optimize for 1 hour and generate time vs. incumbent black-box objective (for given time) curves
averaged over 10 trials. We provide further details on the complete experimental setup in Appendix
10. The convergence plots for all 30 datasets are in Appendix 13.
(a) All methods (b) ASKL:SMAC vs. ADMM (c) TPOT:50 vs. ADMM
Figure 1: Average rank (across 30 datasets) of mean performance across 10 trials (lower rank is better).
Performance relative to median objective (across 10 trials) is in figure A7 of Appendix 12 (Please view in
color). Aquamarine, Grey, Blue, Fuchsia & Black curves are respectively ADMM(BO,Ba), ASKL:RND,
ASKL:SMAC3, TPOT:10 & TPOT50.
To quantify the overall relative performance of the different AutoML schemes, we consider the
relative rank of each scheme (with respect to the mean objective over 10 trials) for every timestamp,
and average this rank across 30 data sets similar to the comparison in Feurer et al. [13]. The aggregate
results are presented in Figure 1. With enough optimization time, all schemes outperform random
search ASKL:RND (grey). The 2 variations of TPOT perform worst in the beginning because of
their initial start-up time, but eventually catch up with ASKL:SMAC3 (blue). Since larger popula-
tions require more time, TPOT:10 (fuchsia) improves before TPOT:50 (black). ASKL:SMAC and
ADMM(BO,Ba) (aquamarine) have comparable performance initially, but as the optimization contin-
ues, ADMM(BO,Ba) significantly outperforms the baselines. We present the pairwise performance
of ADMM(BO,Ba) with ASKL:SMAC (figure 1b) & TPOT:50 (figure 1c) for further clarity.
pipelines found by ADMM and we demonstrate this capability in Appendix 8. Auto-sklearn style meta-learning
can also be used to seed the solvers for the ADMM sub-problems in a data-dependent manner.
6 In this setup, ADMM has 2 parameters: (i) the penalty ρ on the augmented term, (ii) the loss upper-bound
fˆ in the CMAB algorithm (see Appendix 6 & 7). We evaluate the sensitivity of ADMM on these parameters in
Appendix 9. The results indicate that the ADMM based scheme is fairly robust to these parameters, and hence,
set ρ = 1 and fˆ = 0.7 throughout for all datasets. We start the ADMM optimization with λ(0) = 0.
7 With a fixed pipeline shape and order, ADMM & ASKL are optimizing over the same search space by
making a single selection from each of the functional modules to generate a pipeline. In contrast, TPOT can
use multiple methods from the same functional module within a single pipeline with stacking and chaining
due to the nature of the splicing/crossover schemes in its underlying genetic algorithm. This gives TPOT
access to a larger search space of more complex pipelines featuring longer as well as parallel compositions,
rendering the comparison somewhat biased towards TPOT. Notwithstanding this caveat, we consider TPOT as
a baseline since it is a competitive open source AutoML alternative to ASKL, and is representative of the genetic
programming based schemes for AutoML. We provide some examples of the complex pipelines found by TPOT
in section 11 of the supplement.
8https://github.com/automl/auto-sklearn/tree/master/autosklearn/pipeline/components
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5.2 AutoML with black-box constraints
To demonstrate the capability of the ADMM framework to incorporate real-world black-box con-
straints, we consider (a subset of) the recent Home Credit Default Risk Kaggle challenge data9
with the black-box objective of (1− AUROC), and 2 black-box constraints: (i) a deployment one
on the prediction latency tp (enforcing real-time predictions), and (ii) a fairness one on maximum
pairwise disparate impact dI [14, 7] (details in Appendix 14) across all loan applicant age groups
(enforcing fairness across all age groups). We consider thresholds of (pt = 5µs, dI = 0.07) and
(pt = 10µ, dI = 0.1), where the first set of thresholds are stricter than the second. First, we apply
ADMM to the unconstrained problem (no black-box constraints) to demonstrate that these constraints
are not trivially satisfied. Then we execute ADMM with the black-box constraints.
(a) (10µs, 0.1) Objective (b) (5µs, 0.07) Objective (c) (10µs, 0.1) Fraction (d) (5µs, 0.07) Fraction
Figure 2: Black-box optimization with black-box constraints where we execute constrained ADMM (CST)
and unconstrained ADMM (UCST). We consider 2 ADMM variants: (i) (RND,RND) – random search for
both the sub-problems, and (ii) (BO,Ba) – Bayesian optimization for θ-min and CMAB for z-min. Hence we
have 4 candidate schemes: CST(RND,RND) (black), UCST(RND,RND) (grey), CST(BO,Ba) (aquamarine),
UCST(BO,Ba) (coral). We consider a large search space (Table A2, Appendix 4) and optimize for 1 hour. The
figures marked ‘Objective’ show the convergence with respect to time limited only to constraint satisfying
pipelines (lower is better). The figures marked ‘Fraction’ present the fraction of the pipelines (found by ADMM)
satisfying both constraints (CST-SAT fraction) with respect to optimization time (higher is better). The curves
are averaged over 10 trials (please view in color). Note the logscale on both the axes for all plots.
We present the evaluation details and results in figure 2. As expected, ADMM with constraints have
better convergence (figures 2a, 2b) and find higher fraction of pipelines satisfying both constraints
(figures 2c, 2d). The results also indicate (a) as the constraints get stricter, the difference (in
terms of fraction of pipelines found satisfying both constraints) becomes more significant between
unconstrained and constrained ADMM, (b) even with random search as the sub-problem solvers,
ADMM is able to steer the optimization towards more constraint satisfying pipelines, (c) more
involved sub-problem solvers improve performance (over random) in terms of constraint satisfaction,
(d) the (non-random) solvers push unconstrained ADMM to more constraint violating pipelines by
actively pursing only the objective (unlike random search which is not pursuing anything), and hence
have worse constraint satisfying performance compared to random.
6 Conclusions
Posing the problem of joint algorithm selection and HPO for automatic pipeline configuration in
AutoML as a formal mixed continuous-integer nonlinear program, we leverage the ADMM optimiza-
tion framework to find a decomposition of this problem into 2 easier sub-problems: (i) black-box
optimization with a small set of continuous variables, and (ii) a combinatorial optimization problem
involving only Boolean variables. These sub-problems can be effectively addressed by existing
AutoML techniques, which allows ADMM to solve the overall problem effectively. This scheme also
seamlessly incorporates black-box constraints alongside the black-box objective. We empirically
demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed scheme to leverage existing AutoML techniques within
the ADMM framework and the effectiveness of this scheme against open-source baselines.
In the near future, we will formally incorporate the conditional hyper-parameters as constraints in
the ADMM formulation. Beyond that, we also consider to explore more flexible pipeline structures,
optimizing the shape and ordering of the pipelines with novel ADMM decompositions. On a final
note, we recognize that the ADMM framework is usually utilized in a non-black-box (analytic)
9https://www.kaggle.com/c/home-credit-default-risk
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optimization setting, and possesses convergence guarantees to the first order critical points based
on the properties of the solvers for the sub-problems. In the black-box setting, it is hard to make
strong claims regarding the convergence of ADMM without strong assumptions on the black-box
functions. That being said, we believe that ADMM still provides a formal framework for the black-box
optimization problem involved in the automatic pipeline configuration problem in AutoML.
7 In Memoriam
We would like to use this opportunity to memorize our dear friend and the deceased co-author, Andrew
R Conn. Andrew R Conn, was born in London in 1946, received his PhD from Waterloo University,
where he became a Full Professor. He joined IBM in 1990 and made substantial contributions
across the board. His pioneering research in the field of numerical optimization has awarded him
several prestigious honors, including the Lagrange Prize in Continuous Optimization and the Beale-
Orchard-Hays Prize. Beyond his remarkable scholastic accomplishments, Andy was a dear friend
with great empathy, sense of humor and charming personality. He was an incredible colleague with
extraordinary insights, curiosity, and eagerness to solve complex problems. As a true mathematician,
he has sure chosen a proper day (Pi day) to leave us, yet he will always be remembered and cherished
by us
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Supplementary Material
1 Proof of Theorem 1
ADMM decomposes the optimization variables into two blocks and alternatively minimizes the
augmented Lagrangian function in the following manner at any ADMM iteration t{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
= arg min
θc,θ˜
d
L
(
z(t),θc, θ˜
d
, δ(t),λ(t)
)
(A19)
{
δ(t+1), z(t+1)
}
= arg min
δ,z
L
(
z,θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1), δ,λ(t)
)
(A20)
λ(t+1) = λ(t) + ρ
(
θ˜
d(t+1) − δ(t+1)
)
. (A21)
Problem (A19) can be simplified by removing constant terms to get{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
= arg min
θc,θ˜
d
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+ IC(θc) + ID˜(θ˜
d
) (A22)
+ λ(t)>
(
θ˜
d − δ(t)
)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − δ(t)∥∥∥2
2
,
= arg min
θc,θ˜
d
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+ IC(θc) + ID˜(θ˜
d
) +
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − b∥∥∥2
2
(A23)
where b = δ(t) − 1
ρ
λ(t).
A similar treatment to problem (A20) gives us{
δ(t+1), z(t+1)
}
= arg min
δ,z
f˜
(
z,
{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z) (A24)
+ ID(δ) + λ(t)>
(
θ˜
d(t+1) − δ
)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d(t+1) − δ∥∥∥2
2
,
= arg min
δ,z
f˜
(
z,
{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z) (A25)
+ ID(δ) +
ρ
2
‖a− δ‖22 where a = θ˜
d(t+1) +
1
ρ
λ(t).
(A26)
This simplification exposes the independence between z and δ, allowing us to solve problem (A20)
independently for z and δ as:
δ(t+1) = arg min
δ
ID(δ) +
ρ
2
‖a− δ‖22 where a = θ˜
d(t+1) +
1
ρ
λ(t), (A27)
z(t+1) = arg min
z
f˜
(
z,
{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z). (A28)
So we are able to decompose problem (3) into problems (A23), (A27) and (A28) which can be solved
iteratively. 
2 Proof of Theorem 2
Defining U = {u : u = {ui ∈ [0, i]∀i ∈ [M ]}}, we can go through the mechanics of ADMM to get
the augmented Lagrangian with λ and µi∀i ∈ [M ] as the Lagrangian multipliers and ρ > 0 as the
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penalty parameter as follows:
L
(
z,θc, θ˜
d
, δ,u,λ,µ
)
= f˜
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z) + IC(θc) + ID˜(θ˜
d
) + ID(δ)
+ λ>
(
θ˜
d − δ
)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − δ∥∥∥2
2
IU (u) +
M∑
i=1
µi
(
g˜i
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
− i + ui
)
+
ρ
2
M∑
i=1
(
g˜i
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
− i + ui
)2
.
(A29)
ADMM decomposes the optimization variables into two blocks for alternate minimization of the
augmented Lagrangian in the following manner at any ADMM iteration t{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1),u(t+1)
}
= arg min
θc,θ˜
d
,u
L
(
z(t),θc, θ˜
d
, δ(t),u,λ(t),µ(t)
)
(A30)
{
δ(t+1), z(t+1)
}
= arg min
δ,z
L
(
z,θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1), δ,u(t+1),λ(t),µ(t)
)
(A31)
λ(t+1) = λ(t) + ρ
(
θ˜
d(t+1) − δ(t+1)
)
(A32)
∀i ∈ [M ], µi(t+1) = µi(t) + ρ
(
g˜i(z
(t+1), {θc(t+1), θ˜d(t+1)};A)− i + ui(t+1)
)
.
(A33)
Note that, unlike the unconstrained case, the update of the augmented Lagrangian multiplier µi
requires the evaluation of the black-box function for the constraint gi.
Simplifying problem (A30) gives us
min
θc,θ˜
d
,u
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+
ρ
2
[∥∥∥θ˜d − b∥∥∥2
2
+
M∑
i=1
[
g˜i
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
− i + ui + 1
ρ
µi
(t)
]2]
subject to

θcij ∈ Cij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki],
θ˜
d
ij ∈ D˜ij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki],
ui ∈ [0, i],
where b = δ(t) − 1
ρ
λ(t),
(A34)
which can be further split into active and inactive set of continuous variables based on the z(t) as in
the solution of problem (A23) (the θ-min problem). The main difference from the unconstrained case
in problem (A23) (the θ-min problem) to note here is that the black-box optimization with continuous
variables now has M new variables ui (M is the total number of black-box constraints) which are
active in every ADMM iteration. This problem (A34) can be solved in the same manner as problem
(A23) (θ-min) using SMBO or TR-DFO techniques.
Simplifying and utilizing the independence of z and δ, we can split problem (A31) into the following
problem for δ
min
δ
ρ
2
‖δ − a‖22 subject to δij ∈ Dij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki] where a = θ˜
d(t+1) +
1
ρ
λ(t), (A35)
which remains the same as problem (A27) (the δ-min problem) in the unconstrained case, while the
problem for z becomes
min
z
f˜(z, {θc(t+1), θ˜d(t+1)};A)
+
ρ
2
M∑
i=1
[
g˜i(z, {θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)};A)− i + ui(t+1) + 1
ρ
µi
(t)
]2
subject to zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1,∀i ∈ [N ].
(A36)
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The problem for z is still a black-box integer programming problem, but now with an updated
black-box function and can be handled with techniques proposed for the combinatorial problem
(A28) in the absence of black-box constraints (the z-min problem). 
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3 Details on the data
We consider data sets corresponding to the binary classification task from the UCI machine learning
repository [2], OpenML and Kaggle. The names, sizes and sources of the data sets are presented
in Table A1. The HCDR data set from Kaggle is a subset of the data presented in the recent Home
Credit Default Risk competition (https://www.kaggle.com/c/home-credit-default-risk).
Table A1: Details of the data sets used for the empirical evaluations. The ‘Class ratios’ column corresponds to
the ratio of the two classes in the data set, quantifying the class imbalance in the data.
Data # rows # columns Source Class ratio
Sonar 208 61 UCI 1 : 0.87
Heart statlog 270 14 UCI 1 : 0.8
Ionosphere 351 35 UCI 1 : 1.79
Oil spill 937 50 OpenML 1 : 0.05
fri-c2 1000 11 OpenML 1 : 0.72
PC3 1563 38 OpenML 1 : 0.11
PC4 1458 38 OpenML 1 : 0.14
Space-GA 3107 7 OpenML 1 : 0.98
Pollen 3848 6 OpenML 1 : 1
Ada-agnostic 4562 48 OpenML 1 : 0.33
Sylvine 5124 21 OpenML 1 : 1
Page-blocks 5473 11 OpenML 1 : 8.77
Optdigits 5620 64 UCI 1 : 0.11
Wind 6574 15 OpenML 1 : 1.14
Delta-Ailerons 7129 6 OpenML 1 : 1.13
Ringnorm 7400 21 OpenML 1 : 1.02
Twonorm 7400 21 OpenML 1 : 1
Bank8FM 8192 9 OpenML 1 : 1.48
Puma8NH 8192 9 OpenML 1 : 1.01
CPU small 8192 13 OpenML 1 : 0.43
Delta-Elevators 9517 7 OpenML 1 : 0.99
Japanese Vowels 9961 13 OpenML 1 : 0.19
HCDR 10000 24 Kaggle 1 : 0.07
Phishing websites 11055 31 UCI 1 : 1.26
Mammography 11183 7 OpenML 1 : 0.02
EEG-eye-state 14980 15 OpenML 1 : 0.81
Elevators 16598 19 OpenML 1 : 2.24
Cal housing 20640 9 OpenML 1 : 1.46
MLSS 2017 CH#2 39948 12 OpenML 1 : 0.2
2D planes 40768 11 OpenML 1 : 1
Electricity 45312 9 OpenML 1 : 0.74
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4 Search space: Algorithm choices and hyper-parameters
In this section, we list the different search spaces we consider for the different empirical evaluations
in section 5 of the paper.
4.1 Larger search space
For the comparison of the different solvers for the continuous black-box optimization in problem
(A23) of the main paper (the optimization for {θc, θ˜d}). We consider 4 function modules – feature
preprocessors, feature scalers, feature transformers, feature selectors, and finally estimators. The
missing handling and the categorical handling is always applied if needed. For the rest of the
modules, there are 8, 11, 7 and 11 algorithm choices respectively, allowing for 6776 possible pipeline
combinations. We consider a total of 92 hyperparamters across all algorithms.
Table A2: Overview of the scikit-learn feature preprocessors, feature transformers, feature selectors and
estimators used in our empirical evaluation. The preprocessing is always applied so there is no choice there.
Barring that, we are searching over a total of 8× 11× 7× 11 = 6776 possible pipeline compositions.
Module Algorithm # parameters
Preprocessors ImputerOneHotEncoder
1d
none
Scalers ×8
None∗
Normalizer
QuantileTransformer
MinMaxScaler
StandardScaler
RobustScaler
Binarizer
KBinsDiscretizer
none
none
2d†
none
none
2c†, 2d
2d
Transformer ×11
None
SparseRandomProjection
GaussianRandomProjection
RBFSampler
Nystroem
TruncatedSVD
KernelPCA
FastICA
FactorAnalysis
PCA
PolynomialFeatures
none
1c, 1d
1d
1c, 1d
2c, 3d
2d
2c, 4d
5d
3d
1c, 1d
3d
Selector ×7
None
SelectPercentile
SelectFpr
SelectFdr
SelectFwe
VarianceThreshold
none
1d
1c
1c
1c
1c
Estimator ×11
GaussianNB
QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis
GradientBoostingClassifier
KNeighborsClassifier
RandomForestClassifier
ExtraTreesClassifier
AdaBoostClassifier
DecisionTreeClassifier
GaussianProcessClassifier
LogisticRegression
MLPClassifier
none
1c
3c, 6d
3d
1c, 5d
1c, 5d
1c, 2d
3c, 3d
2d
2c, 3d
2c, 5d
∗None means no algorithm is selected and corresponds to a empty set of hyper-
parameters. † ‘d’ and ‘c’ represents discrete and continuous variables, respectively.
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4.2 Smaller search space for comparing to AutoML baselines
We choose a relative small size of model configurations in order to keep an efficient fair comparison
across all baselines, auto-sklearn, TPOT and ADMM, with the same set of operators, includ-
ing all imputation and rescaling. However, there is a technical issue – many of the operators in
Auto-sklearn are custom preprocessors and estimators (kitchen sinks, extra trees classifier preproces-
sor, linear svc preprocessors, fastICA, KernelPCA, etc) or have some custom handling in there
(see https://github.com/automl/auto-sklearn/tree/master/autosklearn/pipeline/
components). Inclusion of these operators makes it infeasible to have a fair comparison across all
methods. We reduced the search space, detailed in Table A3. It represents a choice of 6×3×6 = 108
possible method combinations (contrast to Table A2).
Table A3: Overview of the scikit-learn preprocessors, transformers, and estimators used in our empirical
evaluation comparing ADMM, auto-sklearn, TPOT. We consider a choice of 6× 3× 6 = 108 possible method
combinations (see text for further details).
Module Algorithm # parameters
Preprocessors ImputerOneHotEncoder
1d
none
Scalers ×6
None∗
Normalizer
QuantileTransformer
MinMaxScaler
StandardScaler
RobustScaler
none
none
2d†
none
none
2c†, 2d
2d
Transformer ×3
None
PCA
PolynomialFeatures
none
1c, 1d
1c, 2d
Estimator ×6
GaussianNB
QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis
GradientBoostingClassifier
KNeighborsClassifier
RandomForestClassifier
ExtraTreesClassifier
none
1c
3c, 6d
3d
1c, 5d
1c, 5d
∗None means no algorithm is selected and corresponds to a empty set of hyper-
parameters. † ‘d’ and ‘c’ represents discrete and continuous variables, respectively.
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5 Bayesian Optimization for solving the θ-min problem on the active set
Problem (10) (θ-min on the active set) is a HPO problem. This can be solved with Bayesian
optimization (BO) [26]. BO has become a core component of various AutoML systems [27]. For
any black-box objective function f(θ) defined on continuous variables θ ∈ C, BO assumes a
statistical model, usually a Gaussian process (GP), for f . Based on the observed function values
y = [f(θ(0)), . . . , f(θ(t))]>, BO updates the GP and determines the next query point θ(t+1) by
maximizing the expected improvement (EI) over the posterior GP model. Specifically the objective
f(θ) is modeled as a GP with a prior distribution f(·) ∼ N (µ(·), κ(·, ·)), where κ(·, ·) is a positive
definite kernel. Given the observed function values y, the posterior probability of a new function
evaluation f(θ) at iteration t+ 1 is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with mean µ(θ) and variance
σ2(θ) [26, Sec. III-A], where
µ(θˆ) = κ>[Γ + σ2nI]
−1y and σ2(θˆ) = κ(θˆ, θˆ)− κ>[Γ + σ2nI]−1κ, (A37)
where κ is a vector of covariance terms between θ and {θ(i)}ti=0, and Γ denotes the covariance of
{θ(i)}ti=0, namely, Γij = κ(θ(i),θ(j)), and σ2n is a small positive number to model the variance of
the observation noise.
Remark 1 To determine the GP model (A37), we choose the kernel function κ(·, ·) as the ARD
Matérn 5/2 kernel [27, 26],
κ(x,x′) = τ20 exp(−
√
5r)(1 +
√
5r +
5
3
r2) (A38)
for two vectors x,x′, where r2 =
∑d
i=1(xi − x′i)2/τ2i , and {τi}di=0 are kernel parameters. We
determine the GP hyper-parameters ψ = {{τi}di=0, σ2n} by minimizing the negative log marginal
likelihood log p(y|ψ) [26],
minimize
ψ
log det(Γ + σ2nI) + y
> (Γ + σ2nI)−1 y. (A39)
With the posterior model (A37), the desired next query point θ(t+1) maximizes the EI acquisition
function
θ(t+1) = arg max
{θ∈C}
EI(θ) :=
(
y+ − f(θ)) I(f(θ) ≤ y+) (A40)
= arg max
{θ∈C}
(y+ − µ)Φ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
+ σφ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
, (A41)
where y+ = mini∈[t] f(θ
(i)), namely, the minimum observed value, I(f(θ) ≤ y+) = 1 if f(θ) ≤
y+, and 0 otherwise (indicating that the desired next query point θ should yield a smaller loss than
the observed minimum loss), and µ & σ2 are defined in (A37), Φ denotes the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the standard normal distribution, and φ is its probability distribution function
(PDF). This is true because substituting (A37) into (A40) allows us to simplify the EI acquisition
function as follows:
EI(θ)
f ′= f(θ)−µσ= Ef ′
[
(y+ − f ′σ − µ)I
(
f ′ ≤ y
+ − µ
σ
)]
= (y+ − µ)Φ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
− σEf ′
[
f ′I
(
f ′ ≤ y
+ − µ
σ
)]
= (y+ − µ)Φ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
− σ
∫ y+−µ
σ
−∞
f ′φ(f ′)df ′
= (y+ − µ)Φ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
+ σφ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
,
where the last equality holds since
∫
xφ(x)dx = −φ(x) + C for some constant C. Here we omitted
the constant C since it does not affect the solution to the EI maximization problem (A41). With
the aid of (A41), EI can be maximized via projected gradient ascent. In practice, a customized
bound-constrained L-BFGS-B solver [31] is often adopted.
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6 ADMM with different solvers for the sub-problems
We wish to demonstrate that our ADMM based scheme is not a single AutoML algorithm but rather a
framework that can be used to mix and match different existing (and future new) black-box solvers.
First we demonstrate the ability to plug in different solvers for the continuous black-box optimization
involved in problem (10) (θ-min on the active set). We consider a search space containing 39
scikit-learn [24] ML algorithms allowing for over 6000 algorithm combinations. The 4 different
modules and the algorithms (along with their number and types of hyper-parameters) in each of
those modules is listed in Table A2 in section 4.1 of the supplement. For the solvers, we consider
random search (RND), an off-the-shelf Gaussian process based Bayesian optimization [30] using
scikit-optimize10(BO), our implementation of a Gaussian process based Bayesian optimization
(BO*)(see section 5 in the supplement for details), and RBFOpt [10]. We use a randomized algorithm
selection scheme (z-min) – from each functional module, we randomly select an algorithm from the
set of choices, and return the best combination found. The penalty parameter ρ for the augmented
Lagrangian term in ADMM is set 1.0 throughout this evaluation.
(a) Oil spill (b) Sonar (c) Ionosphere (d) PC3 (e) PC4
Figure A1: Average performance (across 10 runs) of different solvers for the ADMM sub-problem (A23) (Please
view in color).
(a) Oil spill (b) Sonar (c) Ionosphere (d) PC3 (e) PC4
Figure A2: Performance inter-quartile range of different solvers for the ADMM sub-problem (A23) (Please
view in color).
We present results for 5 of the datasets in the form of convergence plots showing the incumbent
objective (the best objective value found till now) against the wall clock time. Here tmax = 2048, n =
128, R = 10. The results are presented in figure A1. The results indicate that the relative performance
of the black-box solvers vary between data sets. However, our goal here is not to say which is best, but
rather to demonstrate that our proposed ADMM based scheme is capable of utilizing any solver for
the θ-min sub-problem (Theorem 1; black-box optimization with continuous variables and analytic
constraints) to search over a large space.
For the algorithm selection combinatorial problem (z-min), we compare random search to a Thomp-
son sampling [11] based combinatorial multi-armed bandit (CMAB) algorithm. We developed a
customized Thompson sampling scheme with probabilistic rewards. We detail this CMAB scheme
in section 7 of the supplement and believe that this might be of independent interest. Our proposed
CMAB scheme has two parameters: (i) the beta distribution priors (set to 10), and (ii) the loss upper
bound fˆ (which we vary as 0.3, 0.5, 0.7). We again consider results in the form of convergence
plots showing the incumbent objective (the best objective value found till now) against the number of
pipeline combinations tried (number of “arms pulled”) in figure A3. The results indicate for large
number of pulls, all schemes perform the same. However, on 2/5 datasets, CMAB(0.7) (and other
settings) outperforms random search for small number of pulls by a significant margin. Random
search significantly outperforms CMAB on the Ionosphere dataset. The results indicate that no one
method is best for all data sets, but ADMM is not tied to a single solver, and is able to leverage
different solvers for the z-min step.
10https://scikit-optimize.github.io/
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(a) Oil spill (b) Sonar (c) Ionosphere (d) PC3 (e) PC4
Figure A3: Average performance (across 10 runs) of different solvers for the ADMM sub-problem (A28) (please
view in color).
(a) Oil spill (b) Sonar (c) Ionosphere (d) PC3 (e) PC4
Figure A4: Performance inter-quartile range of different solvers for the ADMM sub-problem (A28) (Please
view in color).
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7 Combinatorial Multi-Armed Bandit (CMAB) for z-min (problem (A27))
Algorithm A1 Thompson Sampling for CMAB with probabilistic rewards
1: Input: Beta distribution priors α0 and δ0, maximum iterations L, upper bound fˆ of loss f .
2: Set: nj(k) and rj(k) as the cumulative counts and rewards respectively of arm j pulls at bandit
iteration k.
3: for k ← 1, 2, . . . , L do
4: for all arms j ∈ [K] do
5: αj(k)← α0 + rj(k), δj(k)← δ0 + nj(k)− rj(k).
6: Sample ωj ∼ Beta(αj(k), δj(k)).
7: end for
8: Determine the arm selection scheme z(k) by solving
maximize
z
N∑
i=1
(zi)
>ωi subject to zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1, i ∈ [N ], (A42)
where ω = [(ω1)>, . . . , (ωN )>]> is the vector of {ωj}, and ωi is its subvector limited to
module i.
9: Apply strategy z(k) and observe continuous reward r˜
r˜ = 1−min
{
max
{
f(k + 1)
fˆ
, 0
}
, 1
}
(A43)
where f(k + 1) is the loss value after applying z(k).
10: Observe binary reward r ∼ Bernoulli(r˜).
11: Update nj(k + 1)← nj(k) + zj(k).
12: Update rj(k + 1)← rj(k) + zj(k)r.
13: end for
As mentioned earlier, problem (A27) can be solved as an integer program, but has two issues: (i)∏N
i=1Ki black-box function queries would be needed in each ADMM iteration, and (ii) integer
programming is difficult with problems containing a product
∏N
i=1 z
i
ji
of integer variables.
We propose a customized combinatorial multi-armed bandit (CMAB) algorithm as a query-efficient
alternative by interpreting problem (A27) through combinatorial bandits: We wish to select the
optimal N algorithms (arms) from K =
∑N
i=1Ki algorithms based on bandit feedback (‘reward’)
r inversely proportional to the loss f . CMAB problems can be efficiently solved with Thompson
sampling (TS) [11]. However, the conventional algorithm utilizes binary rewards, and hence is not
directly applicable to our case of continuous rewards (with r ∝ 1 − f where the loss f ∈ [0, 1]
denotes the black-box objective). We address this issue by using “probabilistic rewards” [1].
We present the customized CMAB algorithm in Algorithm A1. The closed-form solution of problem
(A42) is given by zij = 1 for j = arg maxj∈[Ki] ω
i
j , and z
i
j = 0 otherwise. Step 9 of Algorithm
A1 normalizes the continuous loss f with respect to its upper bound fˆ (assuming the lower bound
is 0), and maps it to the continuous reward r˜ within [0, 1]. Step 10 of Algorithm A1 converts a
probabilistic reward to a binary reward. Lastly, steps 11-12 of Algorithm A1 update the priors of TS
for combinatorial bandits [11].
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8 Learning ensembles with ADMM
We use the greedy selection based ensemble learning scheme proposed in Caruana et al. [8] and
used in Auto-sklearn as a post-processing step [13]. We run ASKL:SMAC3 and ADMM(BO, Ba)
for tmax = 300 seconds and then utilize the following procedure to compare the ensemble learning
capabilities of Auto-sklearn and our proposed ADMM based optimizer:
• We consider different ensemble sizes e1 = 1 < e2 = 2 < e3 = 4 . . . < emax = 32.
• We perform library pruning on the pipelines found during the optimization run for a
maximum search time tmax by picking only the emax best models (best relative to their
validation score found during the optimization phase).
• Starting with the pipeline with the best sˆ as the first member of the ensemble, for each
ensemble size ej , we greedily add the meta-model (with replacement) which results in the
best performing bagged ensemble (best relative to the performance sˆ′j on the validation set
Sv after being trained on the training set St).
• Once the ensemble members (possibly with repetitions) are chosen for any ensemble size
ej , the ensemble members are retrained on the whole training set (the training + validation
set) and the bagged ensemble is then evaluated on the unseen held-out test set Sh to get s′j .
This is done since the ensemble learning is done using the validation set and hence cannot
be used to generate a fair estimate of the generalization performance of the ensemble.
• Plot the (ej , s′j) pairs.
• The whole process is repeated R = 10 times for the same T and ejs to get error bars for s′j .
For ADMM(BO, Ba), we implement the Caruana et al. [8] scheme ourselves. For ASKL:SMAC3,
we use the post-processing ensemble-learning based on the example presented in their
documentation at https://automl.github.io/auto-sklearn/master/examples/example_
sequential.html.
(a) Bank8FM (b) CPU small (c) Delta Ailerons (d) Japanese Vowels
(e) Page blocks (f) Sylvine (g) Twonorm (h) Wind
Figure A5: Ensemble size vs. median performance on the test set and the inter-quartile range (please view in
color). The Aquamarine and Blue curves correspond to ADMM(BO, Ba) and ASKL:SMAC3 respectively.
The inter-quartile range (over 10 trials) of the test performance of the post-processing ensemble
learning for a subset of the data sets in Table A1 is presented in Figure A5. The results indicate
that the ensemble learning with ADMM is able to improve the performance similar to the ensemble
learning in Auto-sklearn. The overall performance is driven by the starting point (the test error of
the best single pipeline, corresponding to an ensemble of size 1) – if ADMM and Auto-sklearn
have test objective values that are close to each other (for example, in Page-blocks and Wind), their
performance with increasing ensemble sizes are very similar as well.
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9 Parameter sensitivity check for ADMM
We investigate how sensitive our proposed approach is to the ADMM parameter ρ and CMAB
parameter fˆ . For each parameter combination of ρ ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10} and fˆ ∈
{0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, in Fig. A6 we present the validation error (averaged over 10 trials) by running
our approach on the HCDR dataset (see Section 3 in this supplement). As we can see, our approach
is not very sensitive to the choice of ρ and fˆ . For consistency, we set ρ = 1 and fˆ = 0.7 in other
experiments.
(a) Performance versus fˆ for different values of ρ. (b) Heatmap of (a)
Figure A6: Validation error of our proposed ADMM-based AutoML approach against ADMM parameter ρ and
CMAB parameter fˆ
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10 Details on the baselines and evaluation scheme
Evaluation scheme. The optimization is run for some maximum runtime T where each proposed
configuration is trained on a set St and evaluated on Sv and the obtained score sˆ is the objective that
is being minimized by the optimizer. We ensure that all the optimizers use the same train-validation
split. Once the search is over, the history of attempted configurations is used to generate a search
time vs. holdout performance curve in the following manner for N timestamps:
• For each timestamp ti, i = 1, . . . , N, tN = T , we pick the best validation score sˆi obtained
by any configuration found by time ti from the start of the optimization.
• Then we plot the (ti, sˆi) pairs.
• The whole above process is repeated R times for the same T,N and tis to get inter-quartile
ranges for the curves.
For the presented results, T = 3600 seconds, N = 256 and R = 10.
Parity with baselines. First we ensure that the operations (such as model training) are done single-
threaded (to the extent possible) to remove the effects of parallelism in the execution time. We
set OPENBLAS_NUM_THREADS and OMP_NUM_THREADS to 1 before the evaluation of ADMM and
the other baselines. ADMM can take advantage of the parallel model-training much like the other
systems, but we want to demonstrate the optimization capability of the proposed scheme independent
of the underlying parallelization in model training. Beyond this, there are some details we note here
regarding comparison of methods based on their internal implementation:
• For any time ti, if no predictive performance score (the objective being minimized) is
available, we give that method the worst objective of 1.0 for ranking (and plotting purposes).
After the first score is available, all following time stamps report the best incumbent objective.
So comparing the different baselines at the beginning of the optimization does not really
give a good view of the relative optimization capabilities – it just illustrates the effect of
different starting heuristics.
• For ADMM, the first pipeline tried is Naive Bayes, which is why ADMM always has some
reasonable solution even at the earliest timestamp.
• The per configuration run time and memory limits in Auto-sklearn are removed to allow
Auto-sklearn to have access to the same search space as the ADMM variants.
• The ensembling and meta-learning capabilities of Auto-sklearn are disabled. The ensembling
capability of Auto-sklearn is discussed further in Section 3.5 of this supplement.
• For ASKL:SMAC3, the first pipeline tried appears to be a Random Forest with 100 trees,
which takes a while to be run. For this reason, there is no score (or an objective of 1.0) for
ASKL:SMAC3 until its objective suddenly drops to a more competitive level since Random
Forests are very competitive out of the box.
• For TPOT, the way the software is set up (to the best of our understanding and trials), scores
are only available at the end of any generation of the genetic algorithm. Hence, as with
ASKL:SMAC3, both version of TPOT do not report any scores until the first generation is
complete (which implies worst-case objective of 1.0), and after that, the objective drops
significantly. For the time limit considered (T = 4096 seconds), the default population size
of 100 set in TPOT is unable to complete more than a couple of generations. So we reduce
the population size to 10 and 50 to complete a reasonable number of generations within the
set time.
• As a baseline, TPOT has an advantage over ASKL and ADMM – TPOT is allowed to use
multiple estimators, transformers and preprocessors within a single pipeline via stacking and
chaining due to the nature of the splicing and crossover schemes in its underlying genetic
algorithm. This gives TPOT access to a larger search space of more complex pipelines
featuring longer as well as parallel compositions; all the remaining baselines are allowed
to only use a single estimator, transformers and preprocessor. Hence the comparison is
somewhat biased towards TPOT, allowing TPOT to potentially find a better objective in our
experimental set up.
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• Barring the number of generations (which is guided by the maximum run time) and the
population size (which are set to 10 and 50 to give us TPOT:10 and TPOT:50), the remaining
parameters of mutation rate, crossover rate, subsample fraction and number of parallel
threads to the default values of 0.9, 0.1, 1.0 and 1 respectively.
ASKL:RND is implemented based on the Auto-sklearn example for random search at https:
//automl.github.io/auto-sklearn/master/examples/example_random_search.html.
Computing machine. All evaluations were run single-threaded on a 8 core 8GB Red-Hat VM.
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11 TPOT pipelines: Variable length, order and non-sequential
The genetic algorithm in TPOT does stitch pipelines together to get longer length as well as non-
sequential pipelines, using the same module multiple times and in different ordering. Given the
abilities to
i have variable length and variable ordering of modules,
ii reuse modules, and
iii have non-sequential parallel pipelines,
TPOT does have access to a much larger search space than auto-sklearn and ADMM. Here are some
examples for our experiments:
[Sequential, length 3 with 2 estimators]
Input --> PolynomialFeatures --> KNeighborsClassifier --> GaussianNB
GaussianNB(
KNeighborsClassifier(
PolynomialFeatures(
input_matrix,
PolynomialFeatures__degree=2,
PolynomialFeatures__include_bias=False,
PolynomialFeatures__interaction_only=False
),
KNeighborsClassifier__n_neighbors=7,
KNeighborsClassifier__p=1,
KNeighborsClassifier__weights=uniform
)
)
[Sequential, length 4 with 3 estimators]
Input
--> PolynomialFeatures
--> GaussianNB
--> KNeighborsClassifier
--> GaussianNB
GaussianNB(
KNeighborsClassifier(
GaussianNB(
PolynomialFeatures(
input_matrix,
PolynomialFeatures__degree=2,
PolynomialFeatures__include_bias=False,
PolynomialFeatures__interaction_only=False
)
),
KNeighborsClassifier__n_neighbors=7,
KNeighborsClassifier__p=1,
KNeighborsClassifier__weights=uniform
)
)
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[Sequential, length 5 with 4 estimators]
Input
--> RandomForestClassifier
--> RandomForestClassifier
--> GaussianNB
--> RobustScaler
--> RandomForestClassifier
RandomForestClassifier(
RobustScaler(
GaussianNB(
RandomForestClassifier(
RandomForestClassifier(
input_matrix,
RandomForestClassifier__bootstrap=False,
RandomForestClassifier__criterion=gini,
RandomForestClassifier__max_features=0.68,
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_leaf=16,
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_split=13,
RandomForestClassifier__n_estimators=100
),
RandomForestClassifier__bootstrap=False,
RandomForestClassifier__criterion=entropy,
RandomForestClassifier__max_features=0.9500000000000001,
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_leaf=2,
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_split=18,
RandomForestClassifier__n_estimators=100
)
)
),
RandomForestClassifier__bootstrap=False,
RandomForestClassifier__criterion=entropy,
RandomForestClassifier__max_features=0.48,
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_leaf=2,
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_split=8,
RandomForestClassifier__n_estimators=100
)
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[Non-sequential]
Combine[
Input,
Input --> GaussianNB --> PolynomialFeatures --> Normalizer
] --> RandomForestClassifier
RandomForestClassifier(
CombineDFs(
input_matrix,
Normalizer(
PolynomialFeatures(
GaussianNB(
input_matrix
),
PolynomialFeatures__degree=2,
PolynomialFeatures__include_bias=True,
PolynomialFeatures__interaction_only=False
),
Normalizer__copy=True,
Normalizer__norm=l2
)
),
RandomForestClassifier__bootstrap=False,
RandomForestClassifier__criterion=entropy,
RandomForestClassifier__max_features=0.14,
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_leaf=7,
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_split=8,
RandomForestClassifier__n_estimators=100
)
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12 Additional relative ranking results
(a) All methods (b) ASKL:SMAC vs. ADMM (c) TPOT:50 vs. ADMM
Figure A7: Average rank across 30 data sets of median performance (across 10 runs) of different AutoML
solutions (please view in color). The curves colored Aquamarine, Grey, Blue, Fuchsia and Black correspond
respectively to ADMM(BO,Ba), ASKL:RND, ASKL:SMAC3, TPOT:10 and TPOT50.
13 Convergence plots for all data sets for all AutoML baselines.
(a) Sonar (b) Heart-Statlog (c) Ionosphere (d) Oil spill (e) fri-c2
(f) PC3 (g) PC4 (h) Space GA (i) Pollen (j) Ada-agnostic
(k) Sylvine (l) Page-blocks (m) Optdigits (n) Wind (o) Delta-Ailerons
Figure A8: Search/optimization time vs. median validation performance with the inter-quartile range over
10 trials (please view in color). The curves colored Aquamarine, Grey, Blue, Fuchsia and Black correspond
respectively to ADMM(BO,Ba), ASKL:RND, ASKL:SMAC3, TPOT:10 and TPOT50.
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(a) Ringnorm (b) Twonorm (c) Bank8FM (d) Puma8NH (e) CPU small
(f) Delta elevators (g) Japanese Vowels (h) HCDR (i) Phishing websites (j) Mammography
(k) EEG-eye-state (l) Elevators (m) Cal housing (n) MLSS2017#2 (o) Electricity
Figure A9: Search/optimization time vs. median validation performance with the inter-quartile range over
10 trials (please view in color). The curves colored Aquamarine, Grey, Blue, Fuchsia and Black correspond
respectively to ADMM(BO,Ba), ASKL:RND, ASKL:SMAC3, TPOT:10 and TPOT50.
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14 Computing the group-disparity fairness metric with respect to
classification metric ε
Computing the black-box function. The black-box objective f(z,θ,A) is computed as follows
for holdout-validation with some metric ε:
• Let m be the pipeline specified by (z,θ)
• Split data set A into training set At and validation set Av
• Train the pipeline m with training set At to get mAt
• Evaluate the trained pipeline mAt on the validation set Av as follows:
ε (At,Av) = ε ({(y,mAt(x)) ∀(x, y) ∈ Av}) , (A44)
where mAt(x) is the prediction of the trained pipeline mAt on any test point x with label y
and
f(z,θ,A) = ε (At,Av) . (A45)
For k-fold cross-validation, using the above notation, the objective is computed as follows:
• Split data set A into training set Ati and validation set Avi for each of the i = 1, . . . , k
folds
• For a pipeline m specified with (z,θ), the objective is computed as
f(z,θ,A) = 1
k
k∑
i=1
ε (Ati ,Avi) . (A46)
The metric ε can be (among others)
• error (sklearn.metrics.zero_one_loss) or
• area under the ROC curve (sklearn.metrics.roc_auc_curve)
NOTE. The splitting of the data set A in training/validation pairs (At,Av) should be the same
across all evaluations of (z,θ). Similarly, the k-fold splits should be the same across all evaluations
of (z,θ).
Computing group disparity. Continuing with the notation defined in the previous subsection,
for any given (test/validation) set Av, assume that we have a (probably user specified) “protected”
feature d and a grouping Gd(Av) = {A1, A2, . . .} of the set Av based on this feature (generally,
Aj ∩Ak = ∅∀j 6= k and ∪Aj∈Gd(A)Aj = Av). Then, given the objective function f corresponding
to the metric ε, the group disparity metric with holdout validation is given as
p(z,θ,A) = max
Aj∈Gd(Av)
ε (At, Aj)− min
Aj∈Gd(Av)
ε (At, Aj) (A47)
If we are looking into k-fold cross-validated group disparity, let the grouping per fold be Gd(Avi) ={Ai,1, Ai,2, . . .} we compute as
p(z,θ,A) = 1
k
k∑
i=1
{
max
Ai,j∈Gd(Avi )
ε (Ati , Ai,j)− min
Ai,j∈Gd(Avi )
ε (Ati , Ai,j)
}
(A48)
Example data, protected feature and grouping:
• Data set: Home credit default risk Kaggle challenge
• Area under ROC curve as metric ε
• Protected feature DAYS_BIRTH as d
• Grouping Gd based on age groups: 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-60, 60-70
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1 Proof of Theorem 11
ADMM decomposes the optimization variables into two blocks and alternatively minimizes the2
augmented Lagrangian function in the following manner at any ADMM iteration t3 {
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
= arg min
θc,θ˜
d
L
(
z(t),θc, θ˜
d
, δ(t),λ(t)
)
(A1)
{
δ(t+1), z(t+1)
}
= arg min
δ,z
L
(
z,θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1), δ,λ(t)
)
(A2)
λ(t+1) = λ(t) + ρ
(
θ˜
d(t+1) − δ(t+1)
)
. (A3)
Problem (A1) can be simplified by removing constant terms to get4 {
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
= arg min
θc,θ˜
d
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+ IC(θc) + ID˜(θ˜
d
) (A4)
+ λ(t)>
(
θ˜
d − δ(t)
)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − δ(t)∥∥∥2
2
,
= arg min
θc,θ˜
d
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+ IC(θc) + ID˜(θ˜
d
) +
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − b∥∥∥2
2
(A5)
where b = δ(t) − 1
ρ
λ(t).
A similar treatment to problem (A2) gives us5 {
δ(t+1), z(t+1)
}
= arg min
δ,z
f˜
(
z,
{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z) (A6)
+ ID(δ) + λ(t)>
(
θ˜
d(t+1) − δ
)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d(t+1) − δ∥∥∥2
2
,
= arg min
δ,z
f˜
(
z,
{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z) (A7)
+ ID(δ) +
ρ
2
‖a− δ‖22 where a = θ˜
d(t+1) +
1
ρ
λ(t).
(A8)
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This simplification exposes the independence between z and δ, allowing us to solve problem (A2)6
independently for z and δ as:7
δ(t+1) = arg min
δ
ID(δ) +
ρ
2
‖a− δ‖22 where a = θ˜
d(t+1) +
1
ρ
λ(t), (A9)
z(t+1) = arg min
z
f˜
(
z,
{
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z). (A10)
So we are able to decompose problem (3) into problems (A5), (A9) and (A10) which can be solved8
iteratively. 9
2 Proof of Theorem 210
Defining U = {u : u = {ui ∈ [0, i]∀i ∈ [M ]}}, we can go through the mechanics of ADMM to get11
the augmented Lagrangian with λ and µi∀i ∈ [M ] as the Lagrangian multipliers and ρ > 0 as the12
penalty parameter as follows:13
L
(
z,θc, θ˜
d
, δ,u,λ,µ
)
= f˜
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+ IZ(z) + IC(θc) + ID˜(θ˜
d
) + ID(δ)
+ λ>
(
θ˜
d − δ
)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥θ˜d − δ∥∥∥2
2
IU (u) +
M∑
i=1
µi
(
g˜i
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
− i + ui
)
+
ρ
2
M∑
i=1
(
g˜i
(
z,
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
− i + ui
)2
.
(A11)
ADMM decomposes the optimization variables into two blocks for alternate minimization of the14
augmented Lagrangian in the following manner at any ADMM iteration t15 {
θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1),u(t+1)
}
= arg min
θc,θ˜
d
,u
L
(
z(t),θc, θ˜
d
, δ(t),u,λ(t),µ(t)
)
(A12)
{
δ(t+1), z(t+1)
}
= arg min
δ,z
L
(
z,θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1), δ,u(t+1),λ(t),µ(t)
)
(A13)
λ(t+1) = λ(t) + ρ
(
θ˜
d(t+1) − δ(t+1)
)
(A14)
∀i ∈ [M ], µi(t+1) = µi(t) + ρ
(
g˜i(z
(t+1), {θc(t+1), θ˜d(t+1)};A)− i + ui(t+1)
)
.
(A15)
Note that, unlike the unconstrained case, the update of the augmented Lagrangian multiplier µi16
requires the evaluation of the black-box function for the constraint gi.17
Simplifying problem (A12) gives us18
min
θc,θ˜
d
,u
f˜
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
+
ρ
2
[∥∥∥θ˜d − b∥∥∥2
2
+
M∑
i=1
[
g˜i
(
z(t),
{
θc, θ˜
d
}
;A
)
− i + ui + 1
ρ
µi
(t)
]2]
subject to

θcij ∈ Cij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki],
θ˜
d
ij ∈ D˜ij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki],
ui ∈ [0, i],
where b = δ(t) − 1
ρ
λ(t),
(A16)
which can be further split into active and inactive set of continuous variables based on the z(t) as in19
the solution of problem (A5) (the θ-min problem). The main difference from the unconstrained case20
in problem (A5) (the θ-min problem) to note here is that the black-box optimization with continuous21
variables now has M new variables ui (M is the total number of black-box constraints) which are22
2
active in every ADMM iteration. This problem (A16) can be solved in the same manner as problem23
(A5) (θ-min) using SMBO or TR-DFO techniques.24
Simplifying and utilizing the independence of z and δ, we can split problem (A13) into the following25
problem for δ26
min
δ
ρ
2
‖δ − a‖22 subject to δij ∈ Dij∀i ∈ [N ], j ∈ [Ki] where a = θ˜
d(t+1) +
1
ρ
λ(t), (A17)
which remains the same as problem (A9) (the δ-min problem) in the unconstrained case, while the27
problem for z becomes28
min
z
f˜(z, {θc(t+1), θ˜d(t+1)};A)
+
ρ
2
M∑
i=1
[
g˜i(z, {θc(t+1), θ˜
d(t+1)};A)− i + ui(t+1) + 1
ρ
µi
(t)
]2
subject to zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1,∀i ∈ [N ].
(A18)
The problem for z is still a black-box integer programming problem, but now with an updated29
black-box function and can be handled with techniques proposed for the combinatorial problem30
(A10) in the absence of black-box constraints (the z-min problem). 31
3
3 Details on the data32
We consider data sets corresponding to the binary classification task from the UCI machine learning33
repository [? ], OpenML and Kaggle. The names, sizes and sources of the data sets are presented34
in Table A1. The HCDR data set from Kaggle is a subset of the data presented in the recent Home35
Credit Default Risk competition (https://www.kaggle.com/c/home-credit-default-risk).36
Table A1: Details of the data sets used for the empirical evaluations. The ‘Class ratios’ column corresponds to
the ratio of the two classes in the data set, quantifying the class imbalance in the data.
Data # rows # columns Source Class ratio
Sonar 208 61 UCI 1 : 0.87
Heart statlog 270 14 UCI 1 : 0.8
Ionosphere 351 35 UCI 1 : 1.79
Oil spill 937 50 OpenML 1 : 0.05
fri-c2 1000 11 OpenML 1 : 0.72
PC3 1563 38 OpenML 1 : 0.11
PC4 1458 38 OpenML 1 : 0.14
Space-GA 3107 7 OpenML 1 : 0.98
Pollen 3848 6 OpenML 1 : 1
Ada-agnostic 4562 48 OpenML 1 : 0.33
Sylvine 5124 21 OpenML 1 : 1
Page-blocks 5473 11 OpenML 1 : 8.77
Optdigits 5620 64 UCI 1 : 0.11
Wind 6574 15 OpenML 1 : 1.14
Delta-Ailerons 7129 6 OpenML 1 : 1.13
Ringnorm 7400 21 OpenML 1 : 1.02
Twonorm 7400 21 OpenML 1 : 1
Bank8FM 8192 9 OpenML 1 : 1.48
Puma8NH 8192 9 OpenML 1 : 1.01
CPU small 8192 13 OpenML 1 : 0.43
Delta-Elevators 9517 7 OpenML 1 : 0.99
Japanese Vowels 9961 13 OpenML 1 : 0.19
HCDR 10000 24 Kaggle 1 : 0.07
Phishing websites 11055 31 UCI 1 : 1.26
Mammography 11183 7 OpenML 1 : 0.02
EEG-eye-state 14980 15 OpenML 1 : 0.81
Elevators 16598 19 OpenML 1 : 2.24
Cal housing 20640 9 OpenML 1 : 1.46
MLSS 2017 CH#2 39948 12 OpenML 1 : 0.2
2D planes 40768 11 OpenML 1 : 1
Electricity 45312 9 OpenML 1 : 0.74
37
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4 Search space: Algorithm choices and hyper-parameters38
In this section, we list the different search spaces we consider for the different empirical evaluations39
in section 5 of the paper.40
4.1 Larger search space41
For the comparison of the different solvers for the continuous black-box optimization in problem42
(A5) of the main paper (the optimization for {θc, θ˜d}). We consider 4 function modules – feature43
preprocessors, feature scalers, feature transformers, feature selectors, and finally estimators. The44
missing handling and the categorical handling is always applied if needed. For the rest of the45
modules, there are 8, 11, 7 and 11 algorithm choices respectively, allowing for 6776 possible pipeline46
combinations. We consider a total of 92 hyperparamters across all algorithms.
Table A2: Overview of the scikit-learn feature preprocessors, feature transformers, feature selectors and
estimators used in our empirical evaluation. The preprocessing is always applied so there is no choice there.
Barring that, we are searching over a total of 8× 11× 7× 11 = 6776 possible pipeline compositions.
Module Algorithm # parameters
Preprocessors ImputerOneHotEncoder
1d
none
Scalers ×8
None∗
Normalizer
QuantileTransformer
MinMaxScaler
StandardScaler
RobustScaler
Binarizer
KBinsDiscretizer
none
none
2d†
none
none
2c†, 2d
2d
Transformer ×11
None
SparseRandomProjection
GaussianRandomProjection
RBFSampler
Nystroem
TruncatedSVD
KernelPCA
FastICA
FactorAnalysis
PCA
PolynomialFeatures
none
1c, 1d
1d
1c, 1d
2c, 3d
2d
2c, 4d
5d
3d
1c, 1d
3d
Selector ×7
None
SelectPercentile
SelectFpr
SelectFdr
SelectFwe
VarianceThreshold
none
1d
1c
1c
1c
1c
Estimator ×11
GaussianNB
QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis
GradientBoostingClassifier
KNeighborsClassifier
RandomForestClassifier
ExtraTreesClassifier
AdaBoostClassifier
DecisionTreeClassifier
GaussianProcessClassifier
LogisticRegression
MLPClassifier
none
1c
3c, 6d
3d
1c, 5d
1c, 5d
1c, 2d
3c, 3d
2d
2c, 3d
2c, 5d
∗None means no algorithm is selected and corresponds to a empty set of hyper-
parameters. † ‘d’ and ‘c’ represents discrete and continuous variables, respectively.
47
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4.2 Smaller search space for comparing to AutoML baselines48
We choose a relative small size of model configurations in order to keep an efficient fair comparison49
across all baselines, auto-sklearn, TPOT and ADMM, with the same set of operators, includ-50
ing all imputation and rescaling. However, there is a technical issue – many of the operators in51
Auto-sklearn are custom preprocessors and estimators (kitchen sinks, extra trees classifier preproces-52
sor, linear svc preprocessors, fastICA, KernelPCA, etc) or have some custom handling in there53
(see https://github.com/automl/auto-sklearn/tree/master/autosklearn/pipeline/54
components). Inclusion of these operators makes it infeasible to have a fair comparison across all55
methods. We reduced the search space, detailed in Table A3. It represents a choice of 6×3×6 = 10856
possible method combinations (contrast to Table A2).
Table A3: Overview of the scikit-learn preprocessors, transformers, and estimators used in our empirical
evaluation comparing ADMM, auto-sklearn, TPOT. We consider a choice of 6× 3× 6 = 108 possible method
combinations (see text for further details).
Module Algorithm # parameters
Preprocessors ImputerOneHotEncoder
1d
none
Scalers ×6
None∗
Normalizer
QuantileTransformer
MinMaxScaler
StandardScaler
RobustScaler
none
none
2d†
none
none
2c†, 2d
2d
Transformer ×3
None
PCA
PolynomialFeatures
none
1c, 1d
1c, 2d
Estimator ×6
GaussianNB
QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis
GradientBoostingClassifier
KNeighborsClassifier
RandomForestClassifier
ExtraTreesClassifier
none
1c
3c, 6d
3d
1c, 5d
1c, 5d
∗None means no algorithm is selected and corresponds to a empty set of hyper-
parameters. † ‘d’ and ‘c’ represents discrete and continuous variables, respectively.
57
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5 Bayesian Optimization for solving the θ-min problem on the active set58
Problem (10) (θ-min on the active set) is a HPO problem. This can be solved with Bayesian59
optimization (BO) [? ]. BO has become a core component of various AutoML systems [? ].60
For any black-box objective function f(θ) defined on continuous variables θ ∈ C, BO assumes a61
statistical model, usually a Gaussian process (GP), for f . Based on the observed function values62
y = [f(θ(0)), . . . , f(θ(t))]>, BO updates the GP and determines the next query point θ(t+1) by63
maximizing the expected improvement (EI) over the posterior GP model. Specifically the objective64
f(θ) is modeled as a GP with a prior distribution f(·) ∼ N (µ(·), κ(·, ·)), where κ(·, ·) is a positive65
definite kernel. Given the observed function values y, the posterior probability of a new function66
evaluation f(θ) at iteration t+ 1 is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with mean µ(θ) and variance67
σ2(θ) [? , Sec. III-A], where68
µ(θˆ) = κ>[Γ + σ2nI]
−1y and σ2(θˆ) = κ(θˆ, θˆ)− κ>[Γ + σ2nI]−1κ, (A19)
where κ is a vector of covariance terms between θ and {θ(i)}ti=0, and Γ denotes the covariance of69
{θ(i)}ti=0, namely, Γij = κ(θ(i),θ(j)), and σ2n is a small positive number to model the variance of70
the observation noise.71
Remark 1 To determine the GP model (A19), we choose the kernel function κ(·, ·) as the ARD72
Matérn 5/2 kernel [? ? ],73
κ(x,x′) = τ20 exp(−
√
5r)(1 +
√
5r +
5
3
r2) (A20)
for two vectors x,x′, where r2 =
∑d
i=1(xi − x′i)2/τ2i , and {τi}di=0 are kernel parameters. We74
determine the GP hyper-parameters ψ = {{τi}di=0, σ2n} by minimizing the negative log marginal75
likelihood log p(y|ψ) [? ],76
minimize
ψ
log det(Γ + σ2nI) + y
> (Γ + σ2nI)−1 y. (A21)
With the posterior model (A19), the desired next query point θ(t+1) maximizes the EI acquisition77
function78
θ(t+1) = arg max
{θ∈C}
EI(θ) :=
(
y+ − f(θ)) I(f(θ) ≤ y+) (A22)
= arg max
{θ∈C}
(y+ − µ)Φ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
+ σφ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
, (A23)
where y+ = mini∈[t] f(θ
(i)), namely, the minimum observed value, I(f(θ) ≤ y+) = 1 if f(θ) ≤79
y+, and 0 otherwise (indicating that the desired next query point θ should yield a smaller loss than80
the observed minimum loss), and µ & σ2 are defined in (A19), Φ denotes the cumulative distribution81
function (CDF) of the standard normal distribution, and φ is its probability distribution function82
(PDF). This is true because substituting (A19) into (A22) allows us to simplify the EI acquisition83
function as follows:84
EI(θ)
f ′= f(θ)−µσ= Ef ′
[
(y+ − f ′σ − µ)I
(
f ′ ≤ y
+ − µ
σ
)]
= (y+ − µ)Φ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
− σEf ′
[
f ′I
(
f ′ ≤ y
+ − µ
σ
)]
= (y+ − µ)Φ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
− σ
∫ y+−µ
σ
−∞
f ′φ(f ′)df ′
= (y+ − µ)Φ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
+ σφ
(
y+ − µ
σ
)
,
where the last equality holds since
∫
xφ(x)dx = −φ(x) + C for some constant C. Here we omitted85
the constant C since it does not affect the solution to the EI maximization problem (A23). With86
the aid of (A23), EI can be maximized via projected gradient ascent. In practice, a customized87
bound-constrained L-BFGS-B solver [? ] is often adopted.88
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6 ADMM with different solvers for the sub-problems89
We wish to demonstrate that our ADMM based scheme is not a single AutoML algorithm but rather a90
framework that can be used to mix and match different existing (and future new) black-box solvers.91
First we demonstrate the ability to plug in different solvers for the continuous black-box optimization92
involved in problem (10) (θ-min on the active set). We consider a search space containing 3993
scikit-learn [? ] ML algorithms allowing for over 6000 algorithm combinations. The 4 different94
modules and the algorithms (along with their number and types of hyper-parameters) in each of95
those modules is listed in Table A2 in section 4.1 of the supplement. For the solvers, we consider96
random search (RND), an off-the-shelf Gaussian process based Bayesian optimization [? ] using97
scikit-optimize1(BO), our implementation of a Gaussian process based Bayesian optimization98
(BO*)(see section 5 in the supplement for details), and RBFOpt [? ]. We use a randomized algorithm99
selection scheme (z-min) – from each functional module, we randomly select an algorithm from the100
set of choices, and return the best combination found. The penalty parameter ρ for the augmented101
Lagrangian term in ADMM is set 1.0 throughout this evaluation.102
(a) Oil spill (b) Sonar (c) Ionosphere (d) PC3 (e) PC4
Figure A1: Average performance (across 10 runs) of different solvers for the ADMM sub-problem (A5) (Please
view in color).
(a) Oil spill (b) Sonar (c) Ionosphere (d) PC3 (e) PC4
Figure A2: Performance inter-quartile range of different solvers for the ADMM sub-problem (A5) (Please view
in color).
We present results for 5 of the datasets in the form of convergence plots showing the incumbent103
objective (the best objective value found till now) against the wall clock time. Here tmax = 2048, n =104
128, R = 10. The results are presented in figure A1. The results indicate that the relative performance105
of the black-box solvers vary between data sets. However, our goal here is not to say which is best, but106
rather to demonstrate that our proposed ADMM based scheme is capable of utilizing any solver for107
the θ-min sub-problem (Theorem 1; black-box optimization with continuous variables and analytic108
constraints) to search over a large space.109
For the algorithm selection combinatorial problem (z-min), we compare random search to a Thompson110
sampling [? ] based combinatorial multi-armed bandit (CMAB) algorithm. We developed a111
customized Thompson sampling scheme with probabilistic rewards. We detail this CMAB scheme112
in section 7 of the supplement and believe that this might be of independent interest. Our proposed113
CMAB scheme has two parameters: (i) the beta distribution priors (set to 10), and (ii) the loss upper114
bound fˆ (which we vary as 0.3, 0.5, 0.7). We again consider results in the form of convergence115
plots showing the incumbent objective (the best objective value found till now) against the number of116
pipeline combinations tried (number of “arms pulled”) in figure A3. The results indicate for large117
number of pulls, all schemes perform the same. However, on 2/5 datasets, CMAB(0.7) (and other118
settings) outperforms random search for small number of pulls by a significant margin. Random119
search significantly outperforms CMAB on the Ionosphere dataset. The results indicate that no one120
method is best for all data sets, but ADMM is not tied to a single solver, and is able to leverage121
different solvers for the z-min step.122
1https://scikit-optimize.github.io/
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(a) Oil spill (b) Sonar (c) Ionosphere (d) PC3 (e) PC4
Figure A3: Average performance (across 10 runs) of different solvers for the ADMM sub-problem (A10) (please
view in color).
(a) Oil spill (b) Sonar (c) Ionosphere (d) PC3 (e) PC4
Figure A4: Performance inter-quartile range of different solvers for the ADMM sub-problem (A10) (Please
view in color).
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7 Combinatorial Multi-Armed Bandit (CMAB) for z-min (problem (A9))123
Algorithm A1 Thompson Sampling for CMAB with probabilistic rewards
1: Input: Beta distribution priors α0 and δ0, maximum iterations L, upper bound fˆ of loss f .
2: Set: nj(k) and rj(k) as the cumulative counts and rewards respectively of arm j pulls at bandit
iteration k.
3: for k ← 1, 2, . . . , L do
4: for all arms j ∈ [K] do
5: αj(k)← α0 + rj(k), δj(k)← δ0 + nj(k)− rj(k).
6: Sample ωj ∼ Beta(αj(k), δj(k)).
7: end for
8: Determine the arm selection scheme z(k) by solving
maximize
z
N∑
i=1
(zi)
>ωi subject to zi ∈ {0, 1}Ki ,1>zi = 1, i ∈ [N ], (A24)
where ω = [(ω1)>, . . . , (ωN )>]> is the vector of {ωj}, and ωi is its subvector limited to
module i.
9: Apply strategy z(k) and observe continuous reward r˜
r˜ = 1−min
{
max
{
f(k + 1)
fˆ
, 0
}
, 1
}
(A25)
where f(k + 1) is the loss value after applying z(k).
10: Observe binary reward r ∼ Bernoulli(r˜).
11: Update nj(k + 1)← nj(k) + zj(k).
12: Update rj(k + 1)← rj(k) + zj(k)r.
13: end for
As mentioned earlier, problem (A9) can be solved as an integer program, but has two issues: (i)124 ∏N
i=1Ki black-box function queries would be needed in each ADMM iteration, and (ii) integer125
programming is difficult with problems containing a product
∏N
i=1 z
i
ji
of integer variables.126
We propose a customized combinatorial multi-armed bandit (CMAB) algorithm as a query-efficient127
alternative by interpreting problem (A9) through combinatorial bandits: We wish to select the optimal128
N algorithms (arms) from K =
∑N
i=1Ki algorithms based on bandit feedback (‘reward’) r inversely129
proportional to the loss f . CMAB problems can be efficiently solved with Thompson sampling (TS)130
[? ]. However, the conventional algorithm utilizes binary rewards, and hence is not directly applicable131
to our case of continuous rewards (with r ∝ 1− f where the loss f ∈ [0, 1] denotes the black-box132
objective). We address this issue by using “probabilistic rewards” [? ].133
We present the customized CMAB algorithm in Algorithm A1. The closed-form solution of problem134
(A24) is given by zij = 1 for j = arg maxj∈[Ki] ω
i
j , and z
i
j = 0 otherwise. Step 9 of Algorithm135
A1 normalizes the continuous loss f with respect to its upper bound fˆ (assuming the lower bound136
is 0), and maps it to the continuous reward r˜ within [0, 1]. Step 10 of Algorithm A1 converts a137
probabilistic reward to a binary reward. Lastly, steps 11-12 of Algorithm A1 update the priors of TS138
for combinatorial bandits [? ].139
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8 Learning ensembles with ADMM140
We use the greedy selection based ensemble learning scheme proposed in ? ] and used in Auto-141
sklearn as a post-processing step [? ]. We run ASKL:SMAC3 and ADMM(BO, Ba) for tmax = 300142
seconds and then utilize the following procedure to compare the ensemble learning capabilities of143
Auto-sklearn and our proposed ADMM based optimizer:144
• We consider different ensemble sizes e1 = 1 < e2 = 2 < e3 = 4 . . . < emax = 32.145
• We perform library pruning on the pipelines found during the optimization run for a146
maximum search time tmax by picking only the emax best models (best relative to their147
validation score found during the optimization phase).148
• Starting with the pipeline with the best sˆ as the first member of the ensemble, for each149
ensemble size ej , we greedily add the meta-model (with replacement) which results in the150
best performing bagged ensemble (best relative to the performance sˆ′j on the validation set151
Sv after being trained on the training set St).152
• Once the ensemble members (possibly with repetitions) are chosen for any ensemble size153
ej , the ensemble members are retrained on the whole training set (the training + validation154
set) and the bagged ensemble is then evaluated on the unseen held-out test set Sh to get s′j .155
This is done since the ensemble learning is done using the validation set and hence cannot156
be used to generate a fair estimate of the generalization performance of the ensemble.157
• Plot the (ej , s′j) pairs.158
• The whole process is repeated R = 10 times for the same T and ejs to get error bars for s′j .159
For ADMM(BO, Ba), we implement the ? ] scheme ourselves. For ASKL:SMAC3, we use the160
post-processing ensemble-learning based on the example presented in their documentation at https:161
//automl.github.io/auto-sklearn/master/examples/example_sequential.html.
(a) Bank8FM (b) CPU small (c) Delta Ailerons (d) Japanese Vowels
(e) Page blocks (f) Sylvine (g) Twonorm (h) Wind
Figure A5: Ensemble size vs. median performance on the test set and the inter-quartile range (please view in
color). The Aquamarine and Blue curves correspond to ADMM(BO, Ba) and ASKL:SMAC3 respectively.
162
The inter-quartile range (over 10 trials) of the test performance of the post-processing ensemble163
learning for a subset of the data sets in Table A1 is presented in Figure A5. The results indicate164
that the ensemble learning with ADMM is able to improve the performance similar to the ensemble165
learning in Auto-sklearn. The overall performance is driven by the starting point (the test error of166
the best single pipeline, corresponding to an ensemble of size 1) – if ADMM and Auto-sklearn167
have test objective values that are close to each other (for example, in Page-blocks and Wind), their168
performance with increasing ensemble sizes are very similar as well.169
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9 Parameter sensitivity check for ADMM170
We investigate how sensitive our proposed approach is to the ADMM parameter ρ and CMAB171
parameter fˆ . For each parameter combination of ρ ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10} and fˆ ∈172
{0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, in Fig. A6 we present the validation error (averaged over 10 trials) by running173
our approach on the HCDR dataset (see Section 3 in this supplement). As we can see, our approach174
is not very sensitive to the choice of ρ and fˆ . For consistency, we set ρ = 1 and fˆ = 0.7 in other175
experiments.
(a) Performance versus fˆ for different values of ρ. (b) Heatmap of (a)
Figure A6: Validation error of our proposed ADMM-based AutoML approach against ADMM parameter ρ and
CMAB parameter fˆ
176
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10 Details on the baselines and evaluation scheme177
Evaluation scheme. The optimization is run for some maximum runtime T where each proposed178
configuration is trained on a set St and evaluated on Sv and the obtained score sˆ is the objective that179
is being minimized by the optimizer. We ensure that all the optimizers use the same train-validation180
split. Once the search is over, the history of attempted configurations is used to generate a search181
time vs. holdout performance curve in the following manner for N timestamps:182
• For each timestamp ti, i = 1, . . . , N, tN = T , we pick the best validation score sˆi obtained183
by any configuration found by time ti from the start of the optimization.184
• Then we plot the (ti, sˆi) pairs.185
• The whole above process is repeated R times for the same T,N and tis to get inter-quartile186
ranges for the curves.187
For the presented results, T = 3600 seconds, N = 256 and R = 10.188
Parity with baselines. First we ensure that the operations (such as model training) are done single-189
threaded (to the extent possible) to remove the effects of parallelism in the execution time. We190
set OPENBLAS_NUM_THREADS and OMP_NUM_THREADS to 1 before the evaluation of ADMM and191
the other baselines. ADMM can take advantage of the parallel model-training much like the other192
systems, but we want to demonstrate the optimization capability of the proposed scheme independent193
of the underlying parallelization in model training. Beyond this, there are some details we note here194
regarding comparison of methods based on their internal implementation:195
• For any time ti, if no predictive performance score (the objective being minimized) is196
available, we give that method the worst objective of 1.0 for ranking (and plotting purposes).197
After the first score is available, all following time stamps report the best incumbent objective.198
So comparing the different baselines at the beginning of the optimization does not really199
give a good view of the relative optimization capabilities – it just illustrates the effect of200
different starting heuristics.201
• For ADMM, the first pipeline tried is Naive Bayes, which is why ADMM always has some202
reasonable solution even at the earliest timestamp.203
• The per configuration run time and memory limits in Auto-sklearn are removed to allow204
Auto-sklearn to have access to the same search space as the ADMM variants.205
• The ensembling and meta-learning capabilities of Auto-sklearn are disabled. The ensembling206
capability of Auto-sklearn is discussed further in Section 3.5 of this supplement.207
• For ASKL:SMAC3, the first pipeline tried appears to be a Random Forest with 100 trees,208
which takes a while to be run. For this reason, there is no score (or an objective of 1.0) for209
ASKL:SMAC3 until its objective suddenly drops to a more competitive level since Random210
Forests are very competitive out of the box.211
• For TPOT, the way the software is set up (to the best of our understanding and trials), scores212
are only available at the end of any generation of the genetic algorithm. Hence, as with213
ASKL:SMAC3, both version of TPOT do not report any scores until the first generation is214
complete (which implies worst-case objective of 1.0), and after that, the objective drops215
significantly. For the time limit considered (T = 4096 seconds), the default population size216
of 100 set in TPOT is unable to complete more than a couple of generations. So we reduce217
the population size to 10 and 50 to complete a reasonable number of generations within the218
set time.219
• As a baseline, TPOT has an advantage over ASKL and ADMM – TPOT is allowed to use220
multiple estimators, transformers and preprocessors within a single pipeline via stacking and221
chaining due to the nature of the splicing and crossover schemes in its underlying genetic222
algorithm. This gives TPOT access to a larger search space of more complex pipelines223
featuring longer as well as parallel compositions; all the remaining baselines are allowed224
to only use a single estimator, transformers and preprocessor. Hence the comparison is225
somewhat biased towards TPOT, allowing TPOT to potentially find a better objective in our226
experimental set up.227
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• Barring the number of generations (which is guided by the maximum run time) and the228
population size (which are set to 10 and 50 to give us TPOT:10 and TPOT:50), the remaining229
parameters of mutation rate, crossover rate, subsample fraction and number of parallel230
threads to the default values of 0.9, 0.1, 1.0 and 1 respectively.231
ASKL:RND is implemented based on the Auto-sklearn example for random search at https:232
//automl.github.io/auto-sklearn/master/examples/example_random_search.html.233
Computing machine. All evaluations were run single-threaded on a 8 core 8GB Red-Hat VM.234
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11 TPOT pipelines: Variable length, order and non-sequential235
The genetic algorithm in TPOT does stitch pipelines together to get longer length as well as non-236
sequential pipelines, using the same module multiple times and in different ordering. Given the237
abilities to238
i have variable length and variable ordering of modules,239
ii reuse modules, and240
iii have non-sequential parallel pipelines,241
TPOT does have access to a much larger search space than auto-sklearn and ADMM. Here are some242
examples for our experiments:243
244
[Sequential, length 3 with 2 estimators]245
Input --> PolynomialFeatures --> KNeighborsClassifier --> GaussianNB246
247
GaussianNB(248
KNeighborsClassifier(249
PolynomialFeatures(250
input_matrix,251
PolynomialFeatures__degree=2,252
PolynomialFeatures__include_bias=False,253
PolynomialFeatures__interaction_only=False254
),255
KNeighborsClassifier__n_neighbors=7,256
KNeighborsClassifier__p=1,257
KNeighborsClassifier__weights=uniform258
)259
)260
261
[Sequential, length 4 with 3 estimators]262
Input263
--> PolynomialFeatures264
--> GaussianNB265
--> KNeighborsClassifier266
--> GaussianNB267
268
GaussianNB(269
KNeighborsClassifier(270
GaussianNB(271
PolynomialFeatures(272
input_matrix,273
PolynomialFeatures__degree=2,274
PolynomialFeatures__include_bias=False,275
PolynomialFeatures__interaction_only=False276
)277
),278
KNeighborsClassifier__n_neighbors=7,279
KNeighborsClassifier__p=1,280
KNeighborsClassifier__weights=uniform281
)282
)283
284
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[Sequential, length 5 with 4 estimators]285
Input286
--> RandomForestClassifier287
--> RandomForestClassifier288
--> GaussianNB289
--> RobustScaler290
--> RandomForestClassifier291
292
RandomForestClassifier(293
RobustScaler(294
GaussianNB(295
RandomForestClassifier(296
RandomForestClassifier(297
input_matrix,298
RandomForestClassifier__bootstrap=False,299
RandomForestClassifier__criterion=gini,300
RandomForestClassifier__max_features=0.68,301
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_leaf=16,302
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_split=13,303
RandomForestClassifier__n_estimators=100304
),305
RandomForestClassifier__bootstrap=False,306
RandomForestClassifier__criterion=entropy,307
RandomForestClassifier__max_features=0.9500000000000001,308
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_leaf=2,309
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_split=18,310
RandomForestClassifier__n_estimators=100311
)312
)313
),314
RandomForestClassifier__bootstrap=False,315
RandomForestClassifier__criterion=entropy,316
RandomForestClassifier__max_features=0.48,317
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_leaf=2,318
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_split=8,319
RandomForestClassifier__n_estimators=100320
)321
322
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[Non-sequential]323
Combine[324
Input,325
Input --> GaussianNB --> PolynomialFeatures --> Normalizer326
] --> RandomForestClassifier327
328
RandomForestClassifier(329
CombineDFs(330
input_matrix,331
Normalizer(332
PolynomialFeatures(333
GaussianNB(334
input_matrix335
),336
PolynomialFeatures__degree=2,337
PolynomialFeatures__include_bias=True,338
PolynomialFeatures__interaction_only=False339
),340
Normalizer__copy=True,341
Normalizer__norm=l2342
)343
),344
RandomForestClassifier__bootstrap=False,345
RandomForestClassifier__criterion=entropy,346
RandomForestClassifier__max_features=0.14,347
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_leaf=7,348
RandomForestClassifier__min_samples_split=8,349
RandomForestClassifier__n_estimators=100350
)351
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12 Additional relative ranking results352
(a) All methods (b) ASKL:SMAC vs. ADMM (c) TPOT:50 vs. ADMM
Figure A7: Average rank across 30 data sets of median performance (across 10 runs) of different AutoML
solutions (please view in color). The curves colored Aquamarine, Grey, Blue, Fuchsia and Black correspond
respectively to ADMM(BO,Ba), ASKL:RND, ASKL:SMAC3, TPOT:10 and TPOT50.
13 Convergence plots for all data sets for all AutoML baselines.353
(a) Sonar (b) Heart-Statlog (c) Ionosphere (d) Oil spill (e) fri-c2
(f) PC3 (g) PC4 (h) Space GA (i) Pollen (j) Ada-agnostic
(k) Sylvine (l) Page-blocks (m) Optdigits (n) Wind (o) Delta-Ailerons
Figure A8: Search/optimization time vs. median validation performance with the inter-quartile range over
10 trials (please view in color). The curves colored Aquamarine, Grey, Blue, Fuchsia and Black correspond
respectively to ADMM(BO,Ba), ASKL:RND, ASKL:SMAC3, TPOT:10 and TPOT50.
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(a) Ringnorm (b) Twonorm (c) Bank8FM (d) Puma8NH (e) CPU small
(f) Delta elevators (g) Japanese Vowels (h) HCDR (i) Phishing websites (j) Mammography
(k) EEG-eye-state (l) Elevators (m) Cal housing (n) MLSS2017#2 (o) Electricity
Figure A9: Search/optimization time vs. median validation performance with the inter-quartile range over
10 trials (please view in color). The curves colored Aquamarine, Grey, Blue, Fuchsia and Black correspond
respectively to ADMM(BO,Ba), ASKL:RND, ASKL:SMAC3, TPOT:10 and TPOT50.
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14 Computing the group-disparity fairness metric with respect to354
classification metric ε355
Computing the black-box function. The black-box objective f(z,θ,A) is computed as follows356
for holdout-validation with some metric ε:357
• Let m be the pipeline specified by (z,θ)358
• Split data set A into training set At and validation set Av359
• Train the pipeline m with training set At to get mAt360
• Evaluate the trained pipeline mAt on the validation set Av as follows:361
ε (At,Av) = ε ({(y,mAt(x))∀(x, y) ∈ Av}) , (A26)
where mAt(x) is the prediction of the trained pipeline mAt on any test point x with label y362
and363
f(z,θ,A) = ε (At,Av) . (A27)
For k-fold cross-validation, using the above notation, the objective is computed as follows:364
• Split data set A into training set Ati and validation set Avi for each of the i = 1, . . . , k365
folds366
• For a pipeline m specified with (z,θ), the objective is computed as367
f(z,θ,A) = 1
k
k∑
i=1
ε (Ati ,Avi) . (A28)
The metric ε can be (among others)368
• error (sklearn.metrics.zero_one_loss) or369
• area under the ROC curve (sklearn.metrics.roc_auc_curve)370
NOTE. The splitting of the data set A in training/validation pairs (At,Av) should be the same371
across all evaluations of (z,θ). Similarly, the k-fold splits should be the same across all evaluations372
of (z,θ).373
Computing group disparity. Continuing with the notation defined in the previous subsection,374
for any given (test/validation) set Av, assume that we have a (probably user specified) “protected”375
feature d and a grouping Gd(Av) = {A1, A2, . . .} of the set Av based on this feature (generally,376
Aj ∩Ak = ∅∀j 6= k and ∪Aj∈Gd(A)Aj = Av). Then, given the objective function f corresponding377
to the metric ε, the group disparity metric with holdout validation is given as378
p(z,θ,A) = max
Aj∈Gd(Av)
ε (At, Aj)− min
Aj∈Gd(Av)
ε (At, Aj) (A29)
If we are looking into k-fold cross-validated group disparity, let the grouping per fold be Gd(Avi) =379 {Ai,1, Ai,2, . . .} we compute as380
p(z,θ,A) = 1
k
k∑
i=1
{
max
Ai,j∈Gd(Avi )
ε (Ati , Ai,j)− min
Ai,j∈Gd(Avi )
ε (Ati , Ai,j)
}
(A30)
Example data, protected feature and grouping:381
• Data set: Home credit default risk Kaggle challenge382
• Area under ROC curve as metric ε383
• Protected feature DAYS_BIRTH as d384
• Grouping Gd based on age groups: 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-60, 60-70385
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